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ebl P ROCHE OX'S
MRS. BOILERS". "re we ready to begin?

3 Whereupon,

JOHN Ai BLUI&q

Ho BO~TQaI SEED.

J ALT~Xi7 COB~iIH~Lg

and

GEBALD ~REaÃX: R

G resumed the stand cn behal" of the I pplicant and, sving been

previously duly sworn, were examined and "es':ified =urger

as follows ".

12 MR. NORTON".Mrs. Bowers, it 's:.:y und:-:,:stmding

that Hro Pleischaker says he may be done with this panel today

Based on what ve had been informed of before. ve di u
fully expect. that so we have sent for the ne::t vitn'ss, and

X don't knov when the next plane out of San !:"rancis=o is

or how long it vill take him to get h re, but he sh.)uld be

20

down some time +oday carta'nly, but we may have a hiatus of
an hour or tvo. X donot know, Xt depends o:: cour:~ on how

long Hr~ Pleischaker takes and the Board '.-.nkes, an~ the

Staffo

But our next witness ia not here. He i- on his

24

way. PFe just didn't expect to be done with ~his pa.>el today
)

HRo PLEXSCKQKR: l~™s. Bcwars„ tI~ere ar ~ a coup'e

of preliminary matters.
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Yesterday we mari:ed for identification Zoint

~ntervenors HR4ibits 53 t 54 p and 55. 53 is an ex"..mple of
determination of acceleration respon=e spect~ which was

one of the slides shoIIn by Dr. Seed.

Joiilt Xiltervenoxs ZF219.0~t 54 was the second 8" ide

shown by Or. Seed, entitled "Oaterminatiun of %~own~.li"ed

Acce3.eration Response Spectrum."

And Joint L~tervenor .'zhMit 55 was " d-awing

by Dx. Pra"ier entitled "Respons Sp=-.etna+ Zquatio.".."

Ne would LGove theN into evidence a t.1'„s tile o

2$
Yi'%. BOIfERB: Z mar.'red on the art wc-k Dr. Prazier~s

name. ale ve been asking artists to taJ;e credit so that "-ome-

bcdy won't s. e it and wonder where it cam~ from mc: who did

So if you can all move "I:at notaticn on your c>pies'2

is] These three eI&ibits, Zntervenors". 53, 54 and

55, have been offered.

27
Hx'o Nortong any object< onr

2IR. NORTON: No objection.

29
MRS. BOWERS: le. Tou tello',es
HR. TOURTI."~MOTTE: Mo ob jectiono

MRS. BObr.RS: The three ezh&~its are ac.'mitted in

evidence ~

(Vlhere~.pon,
Xn<..ervenors'3>

5$ > and 5 > IL'ar

ifor identification, were

received in evidence.)
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eb3 PD. FZZXSCHAKER: Xn addition, it will take ms

fust one moment here, but I am sorting out three copies of
map MF 910 which was marked as Joint Xntervenors'vkibi
X believe it was 51, but X don'av my list in front of me.

MR. NORTON: Xs that the USGS ttro-paW zapP

MR. PLZISCHAKER: That's correct.

MR. NORTON: I think it had two exhibit 'numbers,

either 50 and 51, if I'm not mistaken, or 51 and 52
''mtold it's 51 and 52.

12

15

17

19

20'1

23

MR. FLEISCHAQKR: I would like to note for the

'record that we have prepared five copies here. He'x'e going

to give one to the Board, one to the Applicant, and three for
the record. X think the Staff has copies of this map because

the USGS is their consultant.

lLRSo BOHERS: This twas 50 and 519

MR. NORTON't's 51 and 52.

MRSo BOHERS: 51 and 52

'R.

PLBXSCHAKER: May I have gust one moment to

arrang my notes beret

MRS ~ BOWERS e All right
(Pause )

CROSS»EXAMINATION (Continued)

BY MR~ FIZXSCHAKER.

Dr, Blume, yesterday we discussed the SAN-5

modeL. Do you have a copy of the appendices that have your





presentation of the SAM-5 model in itP

(Nitness Slums) Yes, X car get that out of my

- file here.

Q

analysisp

Olcay, vou3.d you please do thats

All right.
For what purposes was this mode1 used 4; the re-

You mean Me xeanalysis for +Me current 7 ~ 5

HosgriP

Correct.

The SAN attenuation procedure as described in

Appendiz ll-B of Report DLL-11 was used as before for the

oldex earthcLuai as. 0'ust because we had the new Hosgri doesn'

pean that we forgot the older fault systems.. But 9.". was also

used to do probabilistic studies from not only the ~ osgri but

from all contriouting faults in the area, and all a:.eal

sources in order to investigate the probabilities o:. various

peak ground accelerations under assumad conditions.

Xt was not, necessary to apply the SAN e~~ua ion

directly in the final go-romped fox the 7.5N Hosgr'or the

simple reason that the .75 was specified as a peak site
accelexation, effective acceleration.

9 Who specified Mat'P

Xt was arrived at jointly X wouM say in several

meetings, finally in one laxge meeting between &e MRC STa'
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eb5 and the Applicant and the consultants for both. And whether

it was specified or agreed to, X will have to leave to

others but X know it was quite a vigorous discussion.

MRS. EONERS: Did you say vigorous discussion?

NXTNESS BLUE: Yes.

BZ NR PLEXSCHAKER:

What is ~ur view?

A {Hitness Blune) Xn my view it's too high, much

h

9 'oo high for the given Hosgri situation as outlined by the

10 'QSE seismology and geology consultants.

Was the .75 effective acceleration specified by

12 the NRC?

X'm not sure the word "specifiecP is the exact

17

18

word> hut X think the Applicant was under the clear under-

standing that it had to assume a 7.5 magnitude and a ~ 75

effective acceleration and proceed on that basis or the

application would have been in great jeopardy.

Q Was Dr Newmark a proponent of the 75?

A Yes, he was involved in that, advising NRC.

And was he the proponent. of'he ~ 75 effective

)Q

2j acceleration value?

A X think so. " wasn'0 privy to all of their dis-

cussions but X think he was the author of it.
Q And X understand from your prior testimony that

you do not agree with the selection of that particular problem
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eb6 for the reanalysis of the design of this facility?
I think it is much too conservative.

Nhat value would you select?

<dwell, it depends on what magni"ude you assign tc

the Hosgri.

Assign a 7.5 magnitude to the Hosgri ~

H3.th a 7 5 I would he more than satisfied with a

o60 effect've accelerationo

10

>2

Hhat is the basis fox that selection?

Xt consists of my judcpmnt based upon yea-s of

experience, my analysis of what a 7.5 magnitude, if it could

occur hypothetically, would do to the site, how iC would

shake the site, and also in view of all the unrecognized

15

$

6'afety
margins and other factors involved in the pxocess, and

I

furthex'n view of the fact that peak acceleration is a poor

parameter to start with. Other factors such as spectral

acceleration are much more meaningful than peak acceleration.

f8

j9'0

In your work for the Applicant did you use any

of your SAN attenuation functions to predict the accelerations

at, the site, assuming a 7.5 earthquake on the Hosgri at a

distance, a hypocenter distance of 7 kilometers?

A I used 8 kilometers as I recall, which is not much

different than 7. But X also used all the othe distances.

IIo

X think >re are all undex the impression that because the

Hosgri is there that every earthquake on the Hosgri, is going



~
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eb7 to occur right opposite the plant. Such is not the case.

So we considered in our studies all possible

locations of earthquakes on all faults in the whole region.

What acceleration value, peak acceleration value

did you arrive at utilizing —by postulating a 7.5 magnitude

earthquake occurring on the Hosgri?

(Discus"ion off the record.)

9

]2

MR. NORTON'ould Mr. Pleischaker restate the

question because the Court Reporter didn't get the end of

it and X didn't hear it. all
either'R.

PLEXSCIQKER: Strike that and let me ask a

different question

BY HRo PLEXSCHAKERx

Q Did you seek to utilize your model, your attenua-

'l6

Cion model to arrive at an acceleration value, a peak

acceleration value for the site, the Diablo Canyon site by

postulating a 7.5 magnitude earthquake on the Hosgri Fault?

A {Witness B3.ume) Yes X remember having done

)9 that some time ago.

20 What distance did you use?

A Eight kilometers hypocentxal distance which you

can arrive at either by 6 hor9.frontally and 5 vertical3.y or

the oppositei

)IS determine?

And what value, peak acceleration value, cLLd you
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A This X do not recall exactly. X can easily look

it up if X had the files here, or X can calculate itp say/

during the noon recess. But as X recall it was somewhere in

the order of half a g ox a mean value, but X would much

prefer to check that ovex iz you'e going to use it in the

record+

Do you have ~Wose records available to you? Could

you look that up?

X don'0 have them here. X may or may not have

thea in my xoom. X don't thirO< X do,

Xt's a simple matter of calculation, During a

recess or the Lunch break X could calculate it,
MR. ZLEXSCLQGKR: Hay we have a moment, please?

BY HR PLEXSCZAEER

Let me ask you another cpxestion along that line.

Nhat was the value for the sheax wave velocity at

the site that you used in that calculation?

(Nitness Bluma) X remember using an impedance

,
vaXue of l2,000 feet per second, and of course that's the

product of the specific density and the sheax. wave velocity,

and X believe the shear wave velocity would break dawn to

in the order of 3700 ox 4,000 feet per seconds something of
that oxdex,

Could you at the break Qetexadne, please, the

shear wave velocity and the density values that you used in
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that calculation?

Yes. X wou18 have to go to my zoom to do that so

> hope it is more than a Q.ve-minute break.

8"

10

16

l7

19

20



0
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1

B agbl
2

Did you also calculate —So your best reco13.ect9.~ n

at this time is that the peak accel.eration value that you

derive from the use of your predictive model was in the

neignborhood of 0.5g?

I believe that was the mean value, yes.

Did you have a mean plus one standard deviation?

Nell you could compute any combinai:ion of standar

deviation that one desires. X Chink that's just a matter of

10,

substituting in the equation.

Q Xs there any particular calculation that you

uti2.ized in order Co go from your —in order to go from a

0.5g mean acceleration to the effective acceleration that

you prefer, 0.6g?

A No, it would probably be-on the order of some-

where between the mean and pe=haps hal a sigma above the

mean. X don'0 recall exactly what was used.

g Nhat we'e the factors that. you considered in
increasing the predicted acceleration Co the effective

acceleration in this case?

,(6

20.
!

21:

22 I

I

23 '

24 I

1

25':

l don'C think X quite understand that question.

By use of your own model, you arrived at a

A Correct, except Chat 0.5g is subject to correctioHI

peak acceleration value for the site of 0.'5g, assuming a

7.5 magnitude earthquake at eight kilometers on the Hosgri,

is that correct?
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aqb2

)

at the noon recess, or rshenever I do it, to checking.

And you have also stated here, it's your testimon

10

that, were it left to you, you would select an effective

acceleration for the reanalysis of this facility of 0.6g?

HR. NORTON. Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers.

X think the questions are somewhat misstating

the facts. X believe the testimony was that 0.5 was the

mean peak acceleration.

NR. FLEXSCBAKER: Pine. X'3.l accept that.

MRS. BOWERS: Well, and X believe Dr. Blume

said 0.6g vas what he preferred.

MR..NORTON: Yes. But Mr. Fleischaker's previous

)~S

14

15

16

17

IS

IS

. 20

25

question said "peak accelexation" without "mean peak

acceleration," and X think there's a distinction there.

BY AIR. PMXSCHAKER:

Pii question to you is what factors did you

consider by which you went from your predicted mean peak

to your preferred effective acceleration value?

A (Witness Blame) There vere no definite mathe-

matical-type factors. Xt was a matter of. )udgment. X was

seeking for the postulated 7.5N which X considered too high.

X was postulating more high frequency content in the spectral

shqking and, therefore, X believe X wanted to go fox the

main structures a little bit above half a g at the zero

pexiod or anchor point accelera ion.
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agb3
f

2

X might add that, also in my mind X, of course,

could not divorce the fact that I felt that 6.5 was a much

more appropriat N, and for. that X would have even lower

values. So all of these factors enter into the subconscious
5

thinking.

Hell, did you do a calculation, assuming the

8

6.5 magnitude earthquake on the Hosgri, to dete~i ine a peak

acceleration at the facilityP

't0

Yes, that was also done.

And what value did you arrive at?

i would have to, again —as X say, these are

old items, X would have to again check that out, but it
was naturally lower than the other one. X believe on the

f7

order of possibly 0.4.

X remember reaching a conclusion that, for the

6.5N which was postulated for Earthquake E, X considered

0.50 effective or anchor point acceleration as entirely

appropriate and conservative.

MRS. BOXERS: !4r. Pleischaker, Dr. Blume is

constantly having to condition any answer because he Qoesn't

have the in ormation in front of him, and he says he hasn'

I)9

23.

looked at it in the last brief period of time. Xt might be

better now to recess, because this isn't being very pro»

ductive.
hTR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers.
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agb4
2

'I

The answer to the last. question was on Page 16

in the historical testimony as to the effective g that was

predicted fox the 6-1/2 —I mean, for the 6.5.
'

NR. PLZXSCHAKER: I didn t ask for the effective

g, I asked for the peak acceleration that would have come

out of the SAM model.

Could we adjourn? I request we adjourn, so he

10.,: .

15.

12
1

14..

17,

18

'l9

25-

can determine the two things in particular that X'm looking

for, the results of his calculations assuming a 7.S and

the 6.5 earthquake on the Hosgxi and the mean peak accelera-

tions and the shear wave velocities.

MRS.BOWERS: Mr. Tourtellotte?

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: X'm just wondering, is there

anything. else that is imminent that perhaps Dr. Blume ought,

to do at the same time?

It was just.a thought. It seems kind of

ridiculous for him to go out fox 30 minutes and then come

back fo" five minutes and then go out for 30 minutes again.

MR. PLEISCHAKER: There may be one other thing

which is —I'l ask a sex'ies of questions to see.

BY MR PLEXSCHAKER

Ii '. 25

Q Yesterday, Dr. Blume, X believe you testified

that the selection of the 0.20g for eaxthquake D, I believe,

was based on your SAM calculations in the late-1960s, is

that correct?
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f
agb3 (Witness Blume) Yes. Although in the '60s,

they were prior SAN versions than SAN 4 and 5.

Do you have a copy af that SAN version hereP

1
I

Wall that. klo8 o'oes to tha po"'otl
I

No, X do not.

MRS ~ BONKERS:

that I was making late yesterday afternoon. V>hy is some hing

that early in the whole Diablo situation relevant ta the
S

question in front of usV

HR. PLZXSCHAHHR: Because Diablo was construe ed

on the basis of the first calculations.

MRS. BOWERS: fJell but the canstructian today

'9.s differon" from the constructions

MR. PLEXSCHAKBR: Hot much.

15

MRS. BOWERS: —The original construction.

NR. PLEXSCH2&BR: Not much.

NR. MORTOB: Mrs. Bowers, X think the more

I)Qi

20''j

important question is not what the construction —what 't
was constructed under, but whatever it was constructed

under, whether it was then a postulated Hosgri event.

That's the question.

MR. PXBISCHAIKR: Our position is that through

various -'hrough J.e reliance on various engineering

assumptions, essentially the 3pplicant has araly"'ed away

some important effects of this ea thquckea We seek to

demonstrate that by shaving tiiat the earthquake to which it
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agb6
2

4

8,

was designed will result in different shaking at the site

than the 2.5 Hosgri, and ~drat's why I want to look at his

initial calculations.

HR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowexs, that doesn't change a

thing that I just said. The question is whether the plant,

as designed, willwithstand the postulated Hosgri as designed

and modified. Xt doesn't make any difference whether it was

designed under -- you know, if there wexe some relevance.

MRS. BOAR'S: tfell, I may not undexstand the

12

13.

situation here. I'e gotten ~~Me idea that GAH XV and SAM V

came after ~%at vou were )ust asked for, and yet they pre-

ceded the firming up of the design.

Xs that, correct, Or,. Blume'P

l5

NXTHHSS BLUNE: Not exactly. SAN IV and SAN V

'did come after the original construction.

However, the prior versions of SAN that wexe

I, Q

18

I

used were merely a tool, ox a means to an end, the end produc

was the spectral'hape to which Che plant was actually

designed and constructed.

And many other facto'rs have changed which cannot

be judged solely on the basis of spectral acceleration, for

example, the allowable damping value, in addition Co which

there have been tremendous changes in the plant. There'

been. a lot of reconstruction done.

So I feel —and the reason X didn't bring all
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agh7 these things, X considered them irrelevant to the case so

X don't have them here, X'll have to calculate them if
needede

NR. HORTOÃ: Nell Mrs. Bowers X think we should

provide the information requested hy Ãr. Pleischakex, and

7 '.

we'l be happy to do that. But again, X don't understand.

why we'e beating to death 1967 calculations wheri the questio
L

is whether the plant as built and modified will withstand

1.2.

the present criteria. But we'l be happy 'to supply the

numbers so Mr. Pleischaker can make whatever argmlent he

wants to make.

MRS ~ BOHEBB: Fine ~

Wa'll recess —Can you g"'ve,an estimate, Qr.

16>
l

NXTNESS BLUME: X have to go to my room and find

my calculator, so it'l take at least lS minutes.

MRS. BOHERS: Nell, we'l watch for you when you

return.

20

2l:

ÃXTHESS BMME: 'hank you.

(Recess. )

23
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lc ebl MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Fleischakex, are we, ready to

resume?

MR. PLEISK&KERc I'm ready.

j2 MRS. BOMBERS! Ouxing the recess, my technical

Board members educated me to the relevance of this information.

6 BY MR FLHISCHttZER.

9,

Q Dr. Blume, we bxoke so you could obtain your calcu

1'ator in order to determine the instrumental peak 'acceleration

that would be predi.cted by your SAM-V model, assuming a 7.5

1'0 'agnitude ear&quake at, a distance of 8 kilometers.

12

Nhat was the peak accele ation that, yoii'predict?

(Hitness Blume) Using the current SAI+-V model

13

1S I

I

16

for the magnitude assumed to be 7.5, a distance, R', of 8

~ kilometers, and an impedance »- a Blume factor, B of 2.04
'he

mean calculated peak instrumental acceleration at the
I site is 481 centimeters per second squared,

17 I apologize fox the delay. I got up there and

found my calculator had gone dead. X had to chaxge 'it a little
19

20

bit.
g Hell, how does that break down in texms of g values

21 He haven'0 been using the centimeter squared.

A You could roughly divide by 1,000, if you li3ce,

and get 48 percent. The zeal answer is divide by 981, but

I VLink 1 t000 i.s very close to that, so that ' 4 8 percent of g.

MR. NORJ.'GNx Mxs. Bowers, I would li.ke to
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interject at, thesis time Sly nvsab rs like this mat are being

cal ulated during a brea', Frankly I don't 1'ke to proceed

that may. as "'".is Board v 11 knows, '-be nuclear industry no+

is vQzy involved Ql cglality assurance programs and Quality

control and cGNputaticns like dQ.s a "e cI~Bcked by ol Hex's to

make sura vivat Kacy're corxect,and Bone on computers and

calcu1ators and so ono

K'o send somebody to their room to grab out theix

Rand calculator X Hl Dot saying the naker is vrongo All
I'm saying is that it's not re&Xy a fair way to proceed,

1

and tI>en to have someone turn mound "wo weeks 1ater and =

calculate it and find Chat it's o' by a tenth or a hundredth

or something like Vivat.

SQ '~%is is just a ccIaiiexl'n sold.citing this kind

oZ evidence. Xt s at the best kind cP. evidence, These

)y
I

18

calcu1ations have bean done by N-, Blmr<e~s i~inn and checked

and rechec'md by others, and to send so~Mody to their room

to do a ca1culation in ten minutes X Uunk it a little b't
]9 dangerous.

20 E ]lave no tray 02 checking Nze MUUi'~ 8 figuz'89 and
I

they may be and probably a" correct,but. any t.".ma aoineone

does a calculation like &Qty, &ere is &8 pos892)ility of an !

error~ and X would only point Mat cut.

HRS. BOILERS: Thank you.

2$ M'Re PLEZBCHRKEsQC

1
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eb3 Dz, Blume, have you done such a calculation for a

6 ' ea~qualceV'

(Witness Blumej Yes, I have.

>s

[

]4

Could you give us the paranc ters that you plugged

into your equation, please'P

A I used M equals 6.5. X used R equals 8 kilometers.

I used 3 2.04, which would be the saaa as for the other. And .

I used equation SAM XV because SM4 XV applied to that magni-

tude. And the mean value of peak instrunental accele. ation

was l90 centimeters per second squared, which is again

roughly l'9 percent of g.

Q The 8 equal to 2.04 is the result of the density

times tM shear wave velocityo Corrects'

Correct,

15 Do you recall— You mentioned this once and

16 maybe your answer is the sama. X just want to ask it again,

what the shear wave velocity was that you utilized in these

18 calculations,

2P

21

23

24

A Yes, X looked that up. The density, which is

part of ihe product, is 2 24, aud that would 3.eave the average

shear wave velocity 5,300 feet per second. And I must point

out that we did not use just the shear wave velocity of the

layer immediately a the foundation which was only LO feet

thick but we average out the shear wave velocities for the

upper crustal Layers about, within the depth or so of the



0



eh 4 foundatione

2 Does this figure, 5300 feet per second, represent

3

4:

5~";)
'

such an ave agingP

Correct. 'Zhat is the averag ze ult.

Okay

?Gt. PLEXSCHiQKR: X vsould like to have-'.ceo things

marked as Xntervenors'<wbits 56 and 579'Nhereupon, We 'documents

referred to ve're marked

Xutezvenozs'6 a.d 57

fo ident"'ication.)

MRS BOWERS: Rr. Fleischakez, the third page

here simply can't be zead.

!

NR. PLBXSCLV~R: PeLA, it's not the Bird page

that we'ze interested in. Zt's the attachment, the June 5

attaclnmnt that >re'll be he focusing on.

BV 2K, PKRXSCEVZKR".

l8 Dr. Blume, I vouLd Like'to diract your attention—

~9 ~t me tell you specificaLLy what X"m interested in, and you

20

21

can study it for a mo~nt. Than X'll ask you some .cymstions

about ite
with respect to Joint Xntezv nozs'"chihit H~~'r

I '

56 &ere is, four pages hack< an attachment that is dated

. June 5th, and it is from Lincoln Nalik to Jo'nn B. Hoch, and

it 's on URS stationery Xt says:
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3

"Enclosed find the minutes of the

first SRP Technical Committee meeting on April

3g 1978O ~ o o

Then we turn to the next page and we see the

Technical Heeting Number 1 minutes And X'm interested in

I

7

particular in the item that is Neer 1 in the middle of

that page.

%0

Pith respect to Joint Xntervenors4 Exhibit Number

57< which is a letter from Hr. Gangloff, Hamager, Pacific

Gas and Electric Company Electric Pro)ect for the Westinghouse

Nuclear Energy Systems, to Hr. Ee3.1y, Chief Hechanical

Engineer, regarding Pacific Gas and Electric Company Nuclear
I

Plant, Diablo Canyon Site, SEismic Pesearch Probram Bi-

14 Monthly Report ™-

(5'iitness Blume) Pardon me. X don't believe X

f8

19

20

2j

24

'nough copies for distribution.

'ave 57 her so X can't follow you. X have a 56

! !

HRo PXZXSCKGKRc Just for &~e record, at this

!

time we can only submit two cop'es of these for the record,

!

and after lunch we'l xerox a third copy to submit to

Hro Bloom

MtS. BONERSe 'Nr. Fleischaker, earlier in this

. '..proceeding there was an exhibit where a copy was borrowed

for Dr. Hartin, and the Staff borrowed a copy—. X don''

know what exhibit number that was —because you didn't have
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b6 NR. TOURTHTMZTH". Mrs. Bocrers, X'm not sure but

if Mro Pleischaker is referring in Joint Xntervenors'xhibit.

Number 56 to what X'm reading, it is dated June 1st instead

of June the 5~>, and if it is supposed to be June Jm 5th,

then maya X have the wrong piece of paper.

HBS. BONHRS: He13., the cov r letter was Jane

7!. 5th and the report is dated June 1st.

NR» TQURTEXZ OTTZ Okay o

le%. BOHBRSc Mr. Bloom: Joint
Xntervenors'0,,'.

H«~ibit 55, on your copies >8.11 you please add Dr. Fra",.ier's

name to show him as We artist2

l2 he. PORTOÃ: Z::cuse me, Vms. Bo~rers. %le've been

13'. han'ded two exhibits vh ch are five, six, o= seven pages

apiece. Ne'8, 1Q-e an opportun'ty to look them over before

the questions a~ asked aho:N them.

MRS. BOEVi.RS." Pai enough. Can you anticipate

l7 'lR.
NORTON: Three or four minutes..

MRS. BONERS: A11 right, we'l have a brief
2p: recess.

(Recess.)

. BY lDo PLZXS&iZZER".

23:

'i, 24.
l

Q Dr Blume, directing your at" ention'irst to
Joint Xntervenors'umber 56, six pages in, in the middle of
the page, The top o8 the page reads "llinutes of the POSH1»'
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<0

13

f4

SRP Techn9.cal Meeting Number 1." Number 1 reads as follows:

"The pzel~azy 'Isometric Draving

Show9.ng Generalized Ceologic Structure at Diablo

Canyon Power Plant Site'resented by URS/Blume

differed soauwhat, especially at the N-W end< from

earlier geologic details pzepaz d by Richard Johno

A.Cunningham of URS/Blume v9.ll look into this and

see if the tvo descriptions of the site geology

can be reconciled."

Nov what was that in reference to7

MR. NORTON'bject. Insufficient foundation

that this witness knows what 9.t's in reference to.

MRS. BOWERS'b)ection sustained.

Can you lay a better foundation?

BY MR PLEXSKKAZER:

Dx, Blume, did you attend this meeting?

(Witness Slums) Yes, X vas at this meeting.

Xs this on the stationery that, belongs to your

)9'ompany?

20

21

Xt seems to be.

Xs this a letter fxom Lincoln Malilc— Is this

. document attached to a letter from Lincoln Malik to you2

"04

~ 24,

,
25',

Noe

To John Hoch. I'm sorzyo

You vere at the meeting I ta1~e it?



~ i
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Yes o

And this is on youx'tationery'P

Yes

And at the bottom of the second page it sayss

"Prepared hy Lincoln Malik for John

A. Blame, Project Coordinator."

X haven'4 found that page yet.

Cn the second page you sayP

Yes> the second page of the minutes,

Oh, pardon me.

Yes o

iX~e you familiar with tM.s in2'ormationP

Yes+

9 Hhat are the descriptions of the site geology—

To what is this Number 1 in reference'P

That appaxently zefexs to an "Xsometric Drawing

Showing Generalized Ceo'.ogic Structure at Diablo Canyon Power

Plant Site."

As X recall this was a work sheet, a rough wo"k

sheet that was drawn by Cunningham and his group in oxder to

represent theix interpretation of certain conditions at the

site ~

Doss this relate to«- Xncluded in this isomet ic
profile would thexe be dsscriptions of the soil profiles'P

A X be"ieve they had some vexy xough sketches of
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what they thought were soil layering conditions and so ong

ates right.
Xt alsa located sahara — I believe it lacated prior

trenches that had been dug for exploration worko

X would like to direct now yaur attention to

Joint Xnte~nors'zhibit Hunber 57. This has already been

identified for purposes of the record.

On page 3 at the top af the page it
reads'Task

1.2 Soil Structure Xnteraction."

"C" says "Soil MOdeling" and it reads as follows:

A meeting 'seas held with Blume and

Associates and Pacific Cas and Electric Company

on April 3 and.April 4, 1978 to discuss the site

investigation and geophysical studies. Blume

Associates presented additional geaphysical and

laboratory data, which (along with the 'original

data) has been incorporated into a revised soil

profile The revised soil prafile consists of a

300 feet layered standstone site aim a shear wave

velocity of 2000 feeC per second for the uppermost

20 feet, 3500 feet per second for the next 80

feet, and 4100 feet per second far the lower 200

feet Two sets of shear moduli ver us strain are

inherent in the revised soil profilet one which

represents the upper 100 feet and a stiffer shear
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a~odu3.us representation for &e lower 200 feet,"

"Pzrame-.wic studies are underway viW

the revised soil pro ile using the computer code

SKQX. Xa parcicular, Me effect o the cut-off

frequency, depth of profile< and variation of

shear niodulus are being studied."

Axe you familiar with this infonnationP

Generally, yes.

l7

20

23
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1D agbl
2

Q Do you have knowledge of whether —what is

this information?

What is itP

This is, apparently, a report by Westinghouse

on some work that they are doing, parametric studies, regardi g

'.250

8

the effects of different assumptions on various analyses.

Q Hell 1st me direct your attention to Page

Three, it says there in the middle of the paragxaph:

10

"Blume Associates presented addi-

tional geophysical and laboratory data."

12"

Did you determine that the soil pxofile and the

velocities in particular at various layers were different

15'7

19

20

2$

than had oxiginally been thought for the Diablo Canyon siteP
l

A He determined that there wexe some minox changes.

Xn general, they did not differ appreciably from what we

had before, is my recollection. And I can verify that by

looking at other data here.

MRS. BCH&RS: Mr. Pleischake, the copies we

have here doesn't show 4100 feet for the lower 200 feet.

There's fust a dash there instead- of the four.

NR. NORTON: Ef you look at the copy very closely

you can see the top portion of the four„ on my copy, anyway.

The bottom portion is gone, but you can mate it out.

WETNESS GLUME: I would say that the diffexences

are within the range that one might expect in such work.





agb2 The determination of shear velocities or compression veloc9.ti s

at a s9.te l9ke this is natura1.1y going to lead to 'a var9.at9.on

5,-

9n results of some degree with every test that'yo'u make.

But in general, I find that Yne values given here are con-

s9.stent with what we'e b en using.

7..

BY MR. PXZXSCHMZR:

Had you been us'ng an average value of 5300

eet pex second2

{Witness Blume) Par certain computations, namely

'l2.:

probabilist9.c computations. And X would still cont9.nue to

use about the same, knowing what T. do about t¹ site.

You see, we do not use just the material below

the foundation, we cons.der the, you might cal1. 9.t, a bulb

of rock or soil that orould be affected or have an effect

on the structure.

And, in fact, 9n the early days we —f9rst of

all, we find that. the upper material is excavated away,

the foundations are xather deep, and the very'soft low

24

velocity material at the top surface is simply gone.

And I have some notes hexe from some 'older

readings where we had values of 3600, 3900, 5600. And this .

is a rather comp1.ex site, we'e not going to get identical

readings from every test or every sample.

~ Q Are those figures you'e reading from Dr. Seed's

study?
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9
3

X didn't hear that question, Z'm sorry.

Are those figures that you'e reading from Dr.

Seed's soi.l-structure 'nteraction report received in

9/le/77?

23303 Bo, X was looking at a report dated September,

7I
~ 4

9.,

l0

1975, that eras done by our office. Xt includes maps, it
shcws trenches, it she@a profiles and it shows exactly how

X determined the 12p00 feet per second value that X've been

using in the probabilistic calculations.

How di.d you arrive at the determination of an

average velocity of 5300 feet per second?

13 you ~

A All right, X'll go through that procedure for

14

r5

17

18

X took Layer Number Two —Layer N~~er One, as

X mentioned before, is s'mply eliminated by the 'excavation;

process, so it has no meaning.

Q Xs that sand?

A Xt was soil, decomposed rock and soil.

20

And to what depth did that go?

That went down to abou" 75 feet 'eferxed to

2,$ ,

23

24
'5

mean sea level, elevation 75 referred to mean sea level.

Naturally, i.t varied over the site. X mean, it's a v'ry

large site.

Okay, let's go through those calculations.

A For Layer Number T'Iro, X took a 10 foot thickness





wi:th a BhoVs value of 8,064. X apologise for 'eAe number

of sign9.ficant figures, but this was the way the computer

put them out.

X took Layer Nu&er Three, another 10 feet

thick, with a product P>o Vs of 8,]35. And then X took

Xayer Pour down to a death cf only 130 feet, in order to make

a total thiclcness that i was consider9.ng of rock of 150 feet,
I

which is about the same as Me di~ater of the conta9.nment .

structure. That was the objective, o go down about one

depth. The last layer, Number Pour, gave l2,S44.

'So then, tak9.ng the weighted average of all of

these, X came out l3.,991, which is simply'12,000 feet per

second~

And that Mas used in he probabiL'istic calculation S g.

which "'nc9dentally, have nothing to do with the d'esign of

the plant. They'e merely for probabilistic evaluat9ons.

NR. NORTON: - Mrs. Bowers, X think Dr. Blume

gust hit the nai3. on the head, what's the relevancy of Wist
These calculat9ons he's talk9ng about have nothing to do with

the design of the plant, they'e to do with probabil9.stic

analyses of receiving accelerations.

Ne are given accelerations in th9.s case by ~he

NRC Staff of 0.75. Hhat we'e talking about is wha he

would have used had he been given Er e rein, which h wasn'.

old p you Rno.r, tc beat this over the head like
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Q

2.350

,6

10

'f2-

1.3.

this, I don't understand the relevancy of it, X don'0 under-

stand where we'e going. He could be 180 degrees wrong,

Dr. Blume could, in all of his calculations, all. of his

assumptions about that probabilistic. He's not. He could be

but it wouldn't make any difference, it has nothing to do

with the facts here. The relevancy of this matexial to this

case escapes me.

MRS. BOWERS: Re. Pleischaker?

NR. FXZISCBAKER: Mell, the Applicant presented

a lot of information, first of all, on the probability'f
the accelerations at ~We site being exceeded during a

100,000 year period and the rest.

And I think that those probabilistic calculations

are based upon 'this SAM V model and the values that were

, l7

18',
I

19
'0

plugged into that model. I QQnk if they'e going to

present that in suppoxt of thei case, we have a right to

cross-examine it.
I'econdly, we'e talking about the site characteri

tice here, the soil characteristics which may well affect

other calculations and other assumptions that were utilized
in the design analysis. And in particular, the calculations

regarding the amount of torsional excitation to which the

1

2P

)

facility would be sub)ected in the event of a 7.5 earthquake
on the Hosgri.

So we'e getting numbers now that had to do with
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the foundation, the soil foundation upon which this facility
s9.ts, and I think we have every right to examine those

numhers ~

MRS. BGMERB: Does the StaH have a posit9on

,9

in this matter2

MR. TOURTEXJO'Z'M: Ãe13., X don't understand—

X still don'0 understand the relevancy with that
explanation.'t's

my understanding that the spect a which is

used 9.n this case is the spec a wh9.ch was prescribed by

the HRC, and the Blume spectra was only used where 9.t was

more conservat9ve than the NRC.

.6
<4

'l7

1S

, 20

2j

And what we'e going through r9ght now, there

hasn't been any foundat9.on Laid hat this was the controlling

spectra. And 'I don't —These were the controlling inputs

for making a decision about the 'design. And consequently,

I stiLL don't understand the relevancy or, X guess, the

materiality of it.
MR. NORTON: Hxcuse me, Mrs. Bowers.

le. PLHISCHAEER: I would like to respond, if-I
may e

NR. NORTON: I would like to respond to Y~.

', 23.

Pleischaker and then perhaps he can "- ~he probabiliatic,

if I recall Dr. Blume's testimony, he showed about five or

six different ways that that probabilistic value was arrived

at. The same process was but one or two of those many
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4
I

ways, there were other ways. The Staff did it an entirely

different way and came up with a comparable number.

You know, like anything else, you can argue Chat

it's relevant. I mean, sure, it has to do with the calcula-

?.

8,

9,

10'3

f6 ..

17

i8..

tions Chat at some time had something to do with Diablo

Canyon and it is therefore somehow relevant. And E think

Hr. Tourtellotte is exactly right, the materiality of it,
the probitive value of it escapes me.

As X understand it, Che response spectx'a that

were used were dexived from rock sites. ZC's assumed that

&is is a rock site, and that's what the question is about.

The response spectra, not the shear wave velocity. And if
it is, Chen Nr. Pleischaker can gust go right to it and

find out what the present value is.
NR. PLEXSCHAZER: As the Board, X hope, will

become aware, if I am crafty enough, the torsional excitation

and the tau effect .are dependent upon the velocity of the

shear waves, horizontally propagating shear waves.

I

24'he
rocks and the velocities that we'e talking

about now, therefore, affect the reductions Co the response

spectra that were applied by both this panel and by the

MRC Staff. Ne're talking about the rocks underneath the

plant, the velocity of those rocks. And that goes right
to the heart: of Che assumptions thaC have been utilized

by both the Staff and the Applicant.
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HR. BRIGHT: I think the Board's problem, Nr.

Pleischaker, is what has been e>cpressed by the Staff and

the Applicant: are these numbers the ones which were used

in determining the characteristics of the site in terms of

7,

the. design of the plant, and not necessarily in some narrow

wiy.

And Z don't know, that question hasn'4 been
8

asked.
9

20

MR. PLEXSCBAEBR: X don'.t know the answer either,

but that's 'one 'of the things that I'd like to get around

to. X can'0 testify, X have some ideas, but X need to get
22

the numbers out on the record that I'm finding in the
13

14

various papers that we'e discovered, and ao I can't answer

your question directly. All X know is, we'e finding certain

numbers that were used in the calculations for the reanalysis
16".

regarding the velocity of the strata underneath the site.
17

18

zII.

af

And we'e finding new information here that was developed

in the spring 'of '78, and X need to get both of those sets

of numbers out into the record. And then 'perhaps X can

ask either this panel or perhaps 'the Staff upon which sets

of numbers they depended in their calculations.
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MRS'OWERS: Well if X understood correctly, X

think that's essentially the point the Staff raised, of

whether these matters were re3.ied on, were they above the

Staff —more conse"vative than the Staff calculations.

Xs that correct, Mr. TourtellotteP

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, mrs. Bowexs, 3.et me

interrupt a minute.

Dr. B3ume has said these were used for probabilis-

12

Cic studies. They were done, and presented at the request; of

the ACRS in support of a proposed interim operating license.

That's what that was all about. They didn'0 have anything

to do with the design of the p3ant; first of al3,.

Secondly, the probability studies have not: been

used by the NRC. They were not used. The MRC didn'C use

'them at all in relation to this licensing proceeding.

16

18

19

20

21

.They started to review them in terms of the XOL. As you

will recall, X don't know, a year or two years ago, whenever

it was, that interim operating license was put on the back

bux'ner and it wasn't pursued. That's the first point.

The Staff'has x'elied not on our pxobability of

xecurrence interval for the OSE but they relied on Trifunac's

study that was presented to the ACRS for the recurx'ence level
'of the OBE. So that probabi3istic study that we'e been

=talking about yesterday afternoon and this morning has never

been used. Xt doesn'0 have anything to do with licensing.



0
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wb2 Xt vas contemplated in the interim operating license, but it
vas never used. 3:n fact it vas, X don't believe, ever

"reviewed bythe Staff until very recently. And it's not for

the purpose of this., licensing proceeding at all.
X don'™ have any problems with Mr. Pleischaker

- talking about the soil or the rock structure underneath the

.site. But "the tie-in vith the SAN study, with a3:l the SAN

calculations, is what X object to. That gust isn't 'relevant.

He car. talk about shear wave velocities: X don't have any

<0 pxoblem vith that. That to me is relevant, or at 3.east

J2

'a'i'guably relevant. I don'tknov what Ke. Pleischaker's final

,'argument is. But ~Me SKI probabilist'c study ju'st 'isn'
~

S

"'."relevant to thi's proceeding. Xt vasn't used by the NRC
C

Sta'f f.'.

$ 8

f9

20

KR. PXBXSCHAKER: Xt vas int oduced into evidence

by the applicant. And I'assume i" was introduced for some

reason. And if it's in evidence X have the right to cross-

examine it. That's the first thing.

I don't care whether the Staff relied upon the

applicant's pxobability study. The applicant intx'oduced

evidence into the record about probability of acce3erations

being exceeded at the site. And the SZdd is the heart of

that pxobability study.

Xf they intmduce it -'nto evidence we have the

xight to cross-examine it.
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wb3 The second point is that the velocities of the

18

f9

20

2$

23

strata underneath the site are very relevant. Prom my

understanding of the testimony so far, the velocities —I'm

not sure what numbers they used yet to calculate the horizon-

tal ezcitations —excuse me; th tau effect, the torsional

effect; but what I do know is that this spring they discovered

some new numbers for velocities of the rocks. And that's what

' want, to get onto the record. And when we get that out on

the record X'd like to explore that more thoroughly either

with this panel or with the Staff.

MR. TOURTELLOTTZ: Mrs. Bowers.

MRS. BOVKRS: Mr. Tourtellotte.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I agree with what Mr. Norton

said. But, in addition to that, it,seems to me that

Mr. Pleischaker's explanation was that he wanted to get the

two different values fox the shear wave velocity onto the

record. And my understanding is that Chat is on the recoxd,.

He's asked the qaestion two or three times, and now he'

asking Dr. Blume as to how he arrived at. that figure. But

it doesn'4 really make any difference. Xf all he needs is a

discrepancy in figuxes to make his point, I don'8 understand

why we'xe going into how Dr. Blume got one figure or the

other.

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, I'd like Co modify my

objection. X have no objection to Mr. Pleischaker going into
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12

16

$ 7

shear wave velocity to obtain n~i ers. lt's this computation

Chroug SAt~ and stuff which is irrelevant to these proceedings

thai: X object to. We'e just wasting a tramendous amount of

Cime on that aspect of it.
X would agree wiCh Fw. Pleischaker that the

velocities undex the site are relevant to this proceeding.

But Che use of Chem in the SAM procedures isn'. That's my

objection. And that's such a convoluted line of questioning

evex'y time we get into it. And we'e just wasting a lot of

'time an it.
HR. FLZXSCHP~R: The applicant is speaking at

odds with itself. On the one hand it introduces testimony

regarding the probabilities of accelerations being exceeded

at the site. The heaxhof W~sa calculations is the'AM mcde",

and the SAM model is based on some assum d rho value, or

whatever ve're CalMng about here. So they intzodu'ced that

testimony. How they'e turning around and telling us it'
,not relevant. I just don't understand Chat.

Xn any case, it's in the record and we have the

right to cross-calamine it.
21 (The Board conferring)

MRS. BOWERS: Well, we ll let the cross-e-amination

'"proceed, as long as the recoxd is clear Chat this information

'ies in with the K@I calculation.

25 Now does Chat make any sense'P
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MR. PLEXSCHAKER: Nell I think I have the right

to determine what it ties in with. I mean, I know it'
relevant for that purpose. But these axe numbers that they'v

given us about velocities. And if they want to clear them

up on the record, fine. But these are dccuments that we

discovered, and we have the right to ask them what these

numbers are all about.

MRS. BONERS: Dr. Martin has a question.

DR. MARTXN: I'd like to ask a question about

your Pigure D, Dr. Blume, in youx. direct testimony.

NITNESS BLUME: Yes, I have it,.

12

.13

DR. iMRTIN! I'm aors~; perhaps Figure 2 would
I

'be more appropriate.

Por the E«Hosgri 5 percent damping curve,

says zero period accelexation is .5.

17

19

21

NITNESS BI%K: Yes.

DR. MARTIN> Then Wis corresponds to'oux

calculations you made during the break for 7.5 magnitude at

8 kilometers. Is this coincidence, or was that, value

determined by using the SAM models

NXTNESS BLUME: I had better review what, I have

here.

Now Pigure 2 that we'e looking at is the

Hosgri E, which in those days was taken at 6.5 magnitude.

X gust calculated 6.5 magnitude would have an average peak
a
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, wb6 1,I

9
instrumental acceleration of 190 centimeters per second

squared, which would only he about 19 percent of gravity.
'ow first of all, that would he reduced to get,

from instmmental to what we might call effective', 'and it
would be i'ncreased to allow for some probabilist'c variations,
'in addition to which it would be increased to a3.lo'w', by

)udgment, for the richness of the high frequency motion

'due'to the close proximity of the source.

10

i So there's really very little conne'ction'between
I

these calculations and the final g aphs. The only factor

in the calculations was one of the many aids to reach a

)udgment decision.
p

DR. bQRTXN: Then wou1d it be fair to characterize

14 it that the fact that the numbers are me same, or similar,

is )ust coincidentalP

17

js

19

21

NITNESS STKM: I'm not clear as to which numbers

you are referring to as being the same.

DR. MARTIN: I'm talking about the number you'e
called as the anchor point, the zero period spectral accelera-

tion. X 's where you staW out. Xt's .5.

MR. NORTON: Pause me, Dr. Hartin. X'm not

clear what you'e saying that number is the same as. X

understand that's one of the two numbers.

DR MARTM: All right. I'l repeat it
Xt's approximately the same as the number
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lEcont '1,
agbl

swrb6 2

'5,

7

9,

20'alculated

during the recess, 480 centimetmrs per second

which comes out to about 0.5g.

NITNESS BLUME: Nell, the 48l was calculated for

7.5M, which does not apply to this figure.

DR. MARTIN: I recognize that, too, and my

question was, is there any connection -between the two numbers

NZTNESS BLUME: No connection. Zt's gust

coincidence.

DR. MARTXN: Now, in Pigure D in your written

testimony, where there are two curves for E Hosgri, seven

percent damping.

23

25.

26

17.

28;'lTNESS

BLURB: Zn Figure D, the lower curve

that comes in at 0.5 at the zero period is, of course, the

same as the one we were gust looking at on the prior sheet.

The upper curves are for the 7.5M and they

come into 0.75g, which was prescribed. There's no calculatio

made whatsoever.

DR. MARTIN: That obviously would not coincide

with your SAM calculationV

WZTNESS BLUME: That's right, that was prescribed

DR. MARTIN: So, is there really any relationship

between the values in Pigure D and the values you were ree

requested to calculate during the recess?

NZTNESS BLUME: No, not really.
And also even for the probabilistic studies, I'e
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: agb2
C

heard it referred here recently by counsel that SAN is at.

the heart of the probabilistic studies. X would say that

SAM is a part of the probabilistic studies, but certainly

not the heart of them. There are many, many other factors

Chat come into those.

7,.

30

12..

Xn addit9.on to which, at close d9.stances such

as seven or eight ki1ometers that we'e dialing w'iCh for the

peak condition here, the SM becomes a very, minor parameter

—X mean, noC SAM,.but Kse velocity.

Xn fact, the equations are so set up that, at

close distances, it ma3;es no difference whatsoever what the

shear velocity 9s, namely, at four kilometers it washes out.

The effect of the velocity in the SAN eepxation is more

effective far out. as we talked about yosterday. Close in,

f8

9.t makes very U.ttle difference.

DR. NARTXN: So as far as the SKI model 9.s

concerned, the near field acceleration is more 'or less

magniCude
independent2'XTHESS

BLUNEt Xt s more site 9ndependent,

X would say, Chan magnitude independent. At very close

distances, we get essent9.ally the same, more or less one

25'ay

or the other, whether it's alluvium or rock. Xn fact,

Chere may be cases where very close in rock would shake

a little more than alluvium, depending upon the conditions.

Xn other words, close 9.n the shear velocity
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agb3 is a very veak parameter in the SM4 equation.

OR. MARTIN: Xt's virtually the same, regardless

of the material at the site, whether it's rock or alluvium2

NITNHSS BLUME: That's correot. That can be

6.
endlE

shcem by the equations themselves.

DR. NPRTXHc Thank you.

17

19

20

21
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HRS. BOEKBSs Mz. Ho ton, I believe you started to

say sorething'hen Dr. Martin began h's questioning.

&E. NORTON". Xf I did, X Don't remember so..o.

r4RS. BONHRSc Hr. PleischakerP

PIZZSWKEZR: I'd like to continueo I would

3e 175 like to get numbers.

BY MR~ FLEXSCBBQKR:

Dr. Blmra, you gave me three sets of numbers

which added up to 11,.991. Naze those numbers the result of

multiplication of a shear wave velocity and 'a density numbers

(Hitness Blmae) Yes.

Okay'ow

would the density change as the shear wave

velocity changed'

Ho e Xt so happened that the density of a 11 these

layers tested the same,

)7 Okay.

Kwy could change but they didn't in this case

Have you done an eauivalent calculation given

the new numbers that vere discovered regarding the —
'T

HR. hORTON: X'm going to object That assumes

facts not in evidence when you say "the new numbers that were

discovered

Mrso Bowers< there has got, to he some foundation

as to how these numbers vere computed as opposed.to the other
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numbers, whether they are indeed different numbers. X think

Dx', Blume said they'e within the sama range.

MRS. BGHERSt Objection sustained.

BY HRo PLEXSCHAKER:

are the numbers that are reported here in Joint

Interiors'xhibit.t Number 57 at page 3, are those the sama

velocity numbers that were used in the calculation that you

haww gust referred to by which you amived at a total of

11,S91?

f0 (Witness Blume) No. These are different numbers

hy some degree. X would say they are not materially dif-
ferent< but they are different ~

Have you done a calculation to determine Have

you done a comparable calculation using a density number

17

f8

and these different velocity numbers?

A No, X have not. X would have no xeason to.
The numbers, fixst of all~ aren'5 that different. And in

the second place it is not that sensitive a parameter> even

if there was a difference.

20

2J

Do you know what the— Can you te11 me.what the

sheax wave velocities wexe fax the first "alculati'ons with

x'@spect to each of the totals that you gave ne? That is,
8~000/ +064~ 7035~ and 1200, X think, 544?

Those were my recollection. Do you have the

identification of each of those of the shear wave velocity
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and the densityP

Yes Just one second while X check that out ~

X believ the numbers would he as follows:

For the second layer, 3,600 feet per second.

For the third layer,, 3,900 feet per second.

And for +Me fourth layer: which i.s the deep one

10

that was truncated at a, depth of 130-foot thickness, 5,600

feet per second.

9 ghat was the density for each of those 'three?

2.24 specific density.

Aud that was applied to each of the three sh ar

32 wave velocities'P

Okay.

How were you to do the same calculation ut'liming
the information that appears hexa on page 3 of Joint Xnte~

venors'xhibit.t Number 57, what would be the shear wave

|e
f

velocities that. you would utilize?
X'm not sure that page 3 gives +We corresponding

layer elevations. Let me read it here again.

Zj (Pause )

They have an uppermost 20 feet and they have a

next 80 feet, bu" without data as to what elevations they

?A. represent relative to the foundation levels, X wouldn't know

how to use them
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Zou see> these are some Westinghouse computations

or figures. I'm not too familiar with what they'e 'done.

The important thing is that we match up the

general texrain and the general layering with the elevations

of the foundations, and this varies from structure to structure

Did,you say this was Westinghouse information

or your information? Hasn'

Westinghouse2

this information you gave to

I believe this was something that Westinghouse

dido

Let's turn to page 3. Xt says:

"Blume Associates presented addi-

tional geophysica1 and laboratory data, which

(along with the original data) has been incorporated

into a x'evised soil pxofile.'"

And then it gives figures in the next sentence

Aren't those figures — Isn'. that data that was

compiled by Blume and Associates2

Blume and Associates gave Westinghouse some
data'hat

is correct. But X'm not sure that they did not do some-

ing to the data to suit their own procedures. X'm not sure

xactly how 'they used the data, in other words,

9 bet me ask Dr Seed.

Dr Seed, did you work on the soil question, the

questions of .soil on this facility2
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(Nitness Seed) Ho.

Okay.

3 So you can give as no useful information on the
I

area which we'e mcploring now?

7%

8'ot on the measu ed values of shear wave velocity.

Pax'don me?

Not on the measured v"lues of shea wave velocity.

Okayo

gaol

I

Did you do a soil-structure interaction analysis?

Yes~ X did

Did you use shear c;ave velocities?

Yes. He used the ones that are shawm in the

14

repoxt that ve —that T w-ote with Professor Lysmer, and they

are the same ones that. Nr, Blame talked about in the fix'st

part of his testimony this morning.

0 These were the firs set of numbers that, came

17.' out to ll?
18,',:

20'2

'I

") 23"
I
i

24

25

Q Do you know what the effect on your analysis would

have been if you had, incorporated the data Chat is presented

here on page 3?

MP.. NORTOHc Qb)ect, because Dro Blume has alreadJ

testified that his numbers are taken at certain levels and

those are the ones that Dx. Seed rel" ed on.

The numbers that M. yPleischaker is talking about
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eb6 are taken at different levels and different values, and he'

being asked to compare apples with oranges, and Dr Blume

has just said, you know, he can't do that.
4" MR. PXZXSCHAKERc X understand what Dr. Blume

said. X'm asking Dr, Seed a different question~

BX MRO PLBXSCHiXKER.

0 Dr Seed, given the data that, appears" here on

page 3, do you know what effect it would have on your soil-

structure interaction analysis2

i4IRS, BOWERS'ust a'inute. Ne have an objectio

here.

12

13

Go ahead, Mr. Tourtellotte.

MR PLEXSCHKEBR: Xs there another objection

16

17

18

20

25

24

pending%'RS
BONERSc There was an objectiono

MR~ MORTON! And X would suggest we have a Board

ruling rather than Mr. Pleischaker ruling himself and going

ahead and asking the question again.

MRS, BOHERSs Hell, do you have a position on

this, Mr, Tourtellottef

MR TOURTELMTTE: Prankly, X had been focusing

on something else, and X have an abjection in my mind wai,ting

for your ruling on this one,

MRS. BOHERSt Hel1, the objection is sustained.

Now do you want to go ah ad, Mr.. Tourtellotte2'
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eb7 NR. PLEXSCHAEER: Can I have the basis for the

Board' ruling?

MRS'OILERS! Hell, we understood that the wit-

nesses.cLM not have the kind of information that would permit

them to answer the question. Pc~i maybo Dr. Seed has some

6'nformation that. is contrary to that.
)"

MRo PXZXSKGLEER: Can I respond to thatP

That. was Dro Slums's testimony. X asked him

10

whether or not he could do a computation that. would permit him

to come up with his »- with a value -- excuse me —with

~ $ 7

14'

value compax'able to the 11,991. His anger w'aa N'o, because

he wasn'. sure what particular levels We numbers here„on

page 3 represented. I didn't cgmstion him any further on

that.

l5 Then X asked Dr Seed whether he had dane a soil-

17

structure interaction analysis.'e said Yes.

X asked him what values he usedo He said he used

f8 the same values as Dr Blume.

$ 9 I asked him if he was aware of the new informatio

20 and I believe he said Yes.

And I asked him what that, information would do to

his soil-structure interaction analysis. Xf he- says "I don'

know," that's &neo

FIR HORTONe He withdraw our objection if that is

indeed the cgxestiono



0
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eb8

6

MR. FLEXSAKKBRc That was the quest9.on.

AIRS. BONHRS: Irlell, we withdraw our ruling.
(Laughter. )

BY MRo PLZXSCHAKHR."

Let's start a little b"'t fur~dxer back.

Dxo Seed, were you aware of th"'s infoxmation

regarding the —'the infozmation that is contained'ere on

page 3. of J'oint Xntervenors'xhibit Number 57> to wit,.
"The revised soil profile consists of

'10 a 300 feet layered, sandstone s9.te with a shear

wave velocity oZ 2000 feet per paccnd fox the

uppermost 20 feet, 3500 feet per second for.the

next 80 feet~ and 4100 feet per second, for the

lower 200 feet,"

(Nitness Seed) Ne3.1, X nd.ght have heard about

)7.

TS

it at some tea but it didn'4 make much impact on me'f X had

heard about i" so X would have to say X was not significantly
aware of it. That of couxse answers the question you wanted

to have answered~ X thinko

20
' think it does.

But X would like you to ask the question gust the

sameo

23
' How would these numbers affect your soi1-s~~ctuze

interaction analysis2

MR. TOURTELLO~ E."X'm going to abject The
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I

soil-structure interaction analysis was never used in this
case to )ustify the safety of the plant and it's irrelevant

MRo NORTON> Mrs. Bowers, X would liks to respond

ta that objection, I would like an answer to the question

because Mr Pleischaker has been so kind as to tell us what

he's going to argue, and I think the answer to the question

may wel1 dispose of that argument. And so in that sense X

think it is relevant ta the case.

I agree with Mr, Tourtellotte it doesn't have

anything to do with the safety of the plant, but I think the

question might m@11 dispel Hr. Pleischaker's argument that
he has been txying to put together for the last two hours

MRo PLBXSCZGQKR: Let me respond ta that. That4s.

only one of the many arguments "I'e been putting together.

MRS BONERSs Mr Pled.schaker, do you want ta

respond to Hr. Tourtellotte's objection'P

HR. PXZXSC!REERe Pell, X'm looking at 'a Yes

I'm looking at a document that was apparently

authored by Dr~ Seed called "Analysis of Soil-Structure

Interaction Effects During Earthquakes fox the Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Powex Plant Station," I assume that this has foxmed

. the basis for the Applicant's conclusions and subbed.ssions to

thi NRC And I think, therefore, that with respect to the

Applicant's position that th9.s question is relevant. Xt may

not be relevant to the NRC Staff's position. They may have
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ebl0 totally disxegarded this soil-structure interaction analysis.

But doe Applicant appazently seems to have placed sona value

3 on this.

c4 74RG o 30tKBS! NM1 co1Gp3.etc contidence in Counsel t
i

we would lite to h"-va the witness vms' Yea question so that

ws get it fzom the techn"'cal people involved

8,

18
9'~d

NRB
4adelon fls. 20

So the objection is ovezzuled.

LM. NORTON: Nz. Fleischakez, would you restate

the question'P

22

23

f4.

26

27

28',

20
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0 Mould these va3.ues, this data we have been

talking about here on Joint Zntervenors'xhibit number 57>

on page 3 regarding velocities that were report'ed for various

levels, would that affect your soil-structure interaction

analysis'fimess
Seed) Hhen you first. asked the ques-

9':
10'ion

you asked do you know if it would affect,'nd the answer

to that. is I don't know because X didn't make the calcula-

tions, X have an opinion, and my opinion is it would not

have affected the results significantly.

Okay'f

PGaB had asked me to repeat the calcula-

14'7

I

18

Mens for those new velocities X would have advised them that

X didn4t think it, was a necessary thing'o doo

Q Do you have the roport Analysis of Soil-Structur

Xnterac&on Effects During Earthquakes for the Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Station available to you2

A Yes+

19
I
I

20

MRo HORMNc Hay we have the date of that report<

Hr~ Pleischaker2

MR PRBXMBAKBRc The information X'have gives a

. PE number000219< and She information that we have says that

Dr. Seed's soil-structure interaction report was received

9/19/78(HJH) ~ This is typed onto the copy of the report
~ that we discovered
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mpb2 .1 BX HR. FGEXSCHAKERa

Dr~ Seed—

Q.

7

10;

1S .

16'0

{Witness Seedj Hxcuse me.

X'm looking aC a report,, The last report we

submitted, revised and filed report on chat study'as
dated July 7o l978.

X don't think we got a copy of that, ~

That s the one that X'm Looking at.

Hay X see the first, page of that., pleaseP

Surely.

(Document, handed to Counsels)

MRo FMXSCHAKHRo Nr. Norton< could'ou pro-

vide your witness a copy of the document2 X would like to

ask him some questions about the first, page
hereo'R

HORTOH".Xf wa have two copies X'll be happy

too. Est me check and sea

MRe PIsEXSCHAKERe Okay

MR MORTOMc Ne don't have two copies'~

MR PLEXSCKLKERc Can we take a brief break so

we can xerox one 'copy of this first. page beret

ML. HOBTCM: Just, the first, page2

MR FIBXSCE&KERs That,'s all X wanC is the first
page

NXTHESS SEEDx Xf all you want is the first. page,

then X would think that the first page probably didn'4 change



0
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mpb3 I

3

in the interva1o There vore some changes made between the

first draft of the repor submitted o PGGE and the final

copy submitted to PGaE; but X don't recall tb:: first page

being changed significantly.
liRS. BORDERS: Nell, ve4d 3.ike to hake a brief

b=eak anyvay, and so that ~rill give you a chance'to compare.

(Brief recesso )

MPSo BOWERS: Z~e ve x'eady to proceed2

During the break you ~sara going to compare the

two reports, Dr. Seed, or at least the first page of it.
NXTNHSS SEED". He compared the first page and

they are the sama, so far as wa can te,3.1 May are the same.

13 BY MRo PX.EXSCKQ&R.

l4

meChods that

analysi3»

Dr. Seed, X have some questions abogt the

rara utiLisad in the soil-structure interaction

First ox a3.1, can you state bx'ief1y @hat a

18

19

20

soil-structure interaction analysis - for what riurpose it
is utilized2

Yes

21

'3

24

Yhs purpose of a soiL-structure interaction

analysis is to find out if We presence of the soiL or rock

which may uRL~3.S.e a parCicular structure has ~~y significant
inf1uence on'he response of the structure

i&at influences are you speci. ically seekingP



e
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mpb4 1 !0@3.1, the presence of soils under structures

as dis-'nct from other kinds of madia which might underlie

structures might male@ the Gtruc"ure respond diffarently +m

Cha affects cf carH:qual:s shal~go

\fhat kind of different rosponecs are'tNare that

one might

7 You might get higher accelerations't soma

points, or highex'tresses at same points, ar lover stresses

or Imrar accelorations Pasponses a-e measured in mxms of

10, accelerationsg ver.oc<MQs p disp3.cLcamests g stresses g trains y

and if there are certain kinds of soQs under3.ying or surr-

ouading structures, then any of these "asponsas may be

changed by the presence of Qhe m~dium surrounding the struc-

ture, surrounding and underlying the struck'ulcc.
l

Q Are there various methods fox going 'about a

17

19

20,

21

soil-suture interact'on malysisV

A Yes, there ax'e.

CouM you describe soms of those'ethods< please
Yes o

One method that is used is called 've3.1< ~Key

go by different names, depending on who happens to be naming

them.

23

24

Do they have dna ic ncaa"-P

Xt's hard ho get a coming of agzeonumt evan on

genexic names ~ But X would say in 'We moat recent report on
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the subject written by a gzoup of people which probably

represents the best consensus you can make the analyses in

terms of what are called inertial interact"on ang1yses, ox

6 <

I
~

'I

7l'hat
we call a complete interaction analysis

Q What's the name of that report?

Xt's an ad hoc committee of the Amirican

Society of Civil Engineers which was convened to virite a

rep'ort on soil-structure interaction analyses for'nuclear

power plant design,
/

Nez'e you on the committee?

Xesg I %Paso

f2': Naze any other members of the panels.''on that.

j4 Noi

Nhere could one obtain a copy of that report?

Is that published?

l7 Xes Xt's been issued in draft formo The

18'9

20

committee px'epared a final report about three months ago<

submitted it to the governing commi tee, of which this was

an ad hoc committee, and it is now in their hands The

2$ .

22,'3

chaixman of the committee that prepared the report was Dro

Xdriss of Noodward-Cline Consultantso And X imagine there

is no secrecy about this reporto One could get a copy by

writing to himo

9 Shat is an inertial interaction analysis?
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mpb6 1 NR. TOURTEZJOTTEs Mrs. Bowers, I'm going to

inter'pose an object'on once more bacauae this line of

questioning is not relevant to the proceedings. Soil intsx

action —soil-structure interaction analysis was'ot used

in this case because of the stiffness of the rock foundation

material. Aud I don't believe it's appropriate 'for TM.

Pleischaker to launch off in some far-flung tutori'al invesM.-

gation of this particular science when in fact it'as not

used in this case for the analysis, and it was 'not used for

21

a good reason

Now if he wants to inquire as to why it was

22

15

17

18

~ not used or what method was used instead of that, well, he

might be able to do that But he can't just laun'ch off
into some general fishing expedition about a tectbock expla-

nation of what soil-structure interaction analysis is
And the Board has &e rightp and it s'eems to me

«en the responsibility to make sure that cross examination

is not cuaLulative or irxelevant Xn this case 'it's very

29.

21

irx'elsvanto

I4R~ NORTON< Mrs. Bowers, I would agree with

the tutorial aspect oK the questioning. Indeed, Dx. Seed

did do a soil-structure i teraction analysis for Diablo

Canyon at the request of the App2.icant as an exhn step that
wasn't requiredg but it was done. And the results of that
soil-structure interaction analysis I suppose are''relevant in
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10

'he

sense it shows another added margin of safety oz added

conservatism.

But to go into the tutarial process of all the

different kinds of soil-structure interactioa analyses-

we dida't submit this as testimony~ direct testimony or evi

dence ia the direct at nLL

X have no objections about what were 'Che results

of your study and some questions like thatp but to go into

all the different kinds of soil»structure interaction

-analyses, X don'C see that it has any relevaacy on this at.

all.
[4RS BO(MRS: Hr P3.eischakerV

MR. PLEXSCHAIKRs Pixst of a13;, in r'eply to

14;;

!7

18.

19'0

21 .

24

Mr~ Tourte3,Lotte~ a soil-structure interaction analysis was

used by the Applicant ia reaching im conclusions" regardiag

the adequacy of the design of the DiabLo Canyon'"facility

assumiag a postulated 7 5 magnitude earthquake

Maybe what Hr. Tourtellotta is riferring to is
that it wasa't required by the HRC regulations because

Section 3 ~ 7 of Che NRC Standard Review Plan indicates that, a

soil-structure interaction analysis is not required:if the

structure is supported on material having a shear wave ve1o-

city greater Chan 3500 feet par secoado

XC may well be that the ~formation that we4re

trjjiag to get out into the record might indicate that a
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soil-s~~c~re in'caracAcn analysis such as was conhamp3.ated

Section 3 7 should have been done ia this caseo

Also, X would di ecC the Board's aCtaatica ta th4
I
!

evidence that. has beau accepted. inta the Gcord< the recommeng

at9oas of Dmso Trifunac and Loco which were made ttiw and a

half years ago ~5 a %brea»dimensional soil-sM~chura in~

8 I

a~on analysis he completed on Wis facili y Aad ia via@

of the facC Mat thaC evidence is ia We record~ I thixdc I

f2

9 should have the opgert;unit.y to e=plore, ~is whole a"ea with

~0,! ~esa wee ess~s.

MRo HORTONe Lfell, Ncs. Bowers,. my;.quick

respoase to the% is whaC Drs. Xuco md Tr"'funa'c may have

1X..

!,
$ 8.

19

zd
I-
1

Rf,

recommeadod Cw'o and a half years ago is noh whit"governs
')

these proceedings o I

Nba'. governs Chesa proceedings is 10 CPR, aad
't

what. is required Co be done under 3.Q CPR is whaC is required

'o be doae, The fact, that Applicant has cho'sen to do some-

thing add&onal -« X have ao cbjecticn Co him'ashing ques-

Mons about what; was done; but. a tueoria1 e~si4i.cn into I
I

We whole subject: mahher, like we4ve gone +Jxxo'ugh:.Mim every

sia'gle ather subject mat,~, is —frank"y We oaks relevance,
tit has is relevancy to delaying

g3. MENo BOWERS: khan. Tou~~~lottel

1St FuHZSQQEVR: fL<so Bcwa s p't dde™s ~C come

—10 CPR is involved ia a. ve~g indirect, manne 'ii thiso





The regula.xamants for so9.1™structure interaction analysis

axon'4 found in 1D CPR< they'xe found in the Standard Review

Plans o

Hhat 10 CPR xaquiros is Meat it be determined

that the plant, has an adequate margin of safety under

Appendix A And it also requires We Applicant and the

Staff to ut3.lire shah methods as ensures Meat they can demon«

strate that there is an adsqux~m margin of safety that exists

in this facility
10 One of the ways Mat vou might. be ibl'o to

demonstrate an adequate maxgin of safety is by 'use of a

Soil structure interaction anal ysis g and thac is precisely

what we want to explore at this timeo

15

MR+ MORTOHs X'm soxxy, Mmo Bowers+ X'm not.

sure X follaved that+

Xs Nr~ Pleischaker arguing that it'a his duty

18

'l9

20

21

24

'o

show that. the plant has an adecpmte margin of safehy, and

thaC,'s what he's about. here2

HR PLEXSCGDQKRe Moo

What X might be arguing is that there are

methodologies available, currently available stat'e of the

axt. techniques that may not have been applied in this caseo

And that's +hat I wou1d Lifse Co explora, kinds of 'soiL-

structure interaction analyses, specifically three dimensional

soil structure interaction analyses which may no't, have been





mpble >' >at%i>sad in a>alysis of the design of ~mia facility.
Md according 8o ~We ev'douce ~ this "@cord,

~. uso o such analysis, curran'"ly availeh2o technology,

speci.f3.cally the Povz'z'am Class L'rog a.no es X under

QCKXQ 3:Cy 'VCQXCR Sl~~i QM ZQ2 iBZLcQ Qd '~~M ~~Q GHGcc and

other ox Axe asginear~~g m~ovmeh9o. s .MGC ~;~va bmm ~e3.@ed

agan to reduce Wo -espouse spectra in &is case "

!NS. BOLIVARSe Yw. Tourhal3.otter

i'PQbTKQ'TTE ~ gas s X'm no@ qMQs foe.'cv-

i'Cl@t Nxo PL|BI,scRIRRGX 9jso

X4 86GKs Qs though hs s saying Cher@ 0 8~~8

V,'OQr
EQCiod03.cgy vhich coQ~Q i)8 QGGQ KG~Qad Qf CEQ KsthccX-

ology that was vasd, by K>e Staff in ~~ ivw4sg at'a 'conclus'on

about 'hxe safety of the plant. Bat Z Ron "c emcee'satan'hat

Co access~>U.y mdicaCG Mat tba'M:ar p.:ccedura or that
omaha me~Wcdology is a heYcer grocadu e

There may be sevem3, methods of azzi.'ving a4

any givan conclusion~ but simp3,y because r>ere i'" aao Jmr
,Ach,

I

mathodo3.ogy which was no" us@8 "s of no par49.cuXar re3,evade';

20'. uu3:ass '8 "s sho~ that Ware is a flax in the mschodology

23

MRo PXZZSCHEKBRa Mrs Bo'e s, the evict~"ce ~
/

Chio record sgacifical3.y the sra4e~~~is of Qrso'r'manic

26

- and Zuco from 1976 to Apr'l of 1978, their mega"t'opinion

Chat 8. Crus Chr@8~69&QMJLcxRLL so].l~stxucCMG XKLtsra~o3x
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mpbll f analysis should have been zest for &is facil~4yo 'aha~ vould

have eliminated wha necessity Go z 2.y upon sc=l~ cf ~me

engineering assmapmoms regard)~g +Ma z duet:io in high

fzequen g response due t,o ho i= ntnl"y pre:pz.ga"ing waves~

calculations ox torsional effaces in aha u; rn " Wzh has been

dome hareo

So we have in Circe rccox'd Mls si'igg88tidns of

'f0

experts that another ms@aodology ba utili-ec.o And I th~
that in viev of thah I have -™ i< is useful, and I h"vo the

right. to m.amiua &is panel on wee I;m~d of waa2.ysi's'.'"ah tAey

did and to detaxmiae whaler ic is C~o semr», .'hsthar i,C" s

different, hav iC's different. And ~&at'a ..l2..,

KR. TQlJHTKK~ZTEa Nels., Drso TriÃunac and Xuco

f5

presented that information. tw the W'>B, and ":ae general

consensus Qt t~ae AC~~B vas that 418re Nerd ix 4Ã(%th7ldous ILQlpksr

of assmaptions required Co make .~diaz. Rind of m>My'is, and

kC'+as an analysis, an approach, vhich Mey re~ac"ado And
'a ~.~
'Iit isn"h as clear«cut as i~~ ~ Fleischa3:ar would represent iC

f9

20"

on the record ir@rao

XQ~s another m"hhedolocp< vhxch v~~"s co"~~~ ared

Dy 'G McLff and rIBjectMd bs ause o its f cLcq"< ~

24"

25

HMo PXZI,"=~~.BR: Ne3.l„of course

MR HORFQH4 hÃcus@ RQz iCz - H 'Vers

Moo Tou"~el'.ops's favori" a compLa&4 is @ha:h

>8 should be address ' +use to ~ ~ BQ@<du "DQ





mpb3.2 1;.

2 )

FXQLSCh

Rt'o'X'.j

~ o %t88m w 0P l ~.

KQy o QC l"Q CQZ GC"~o

(ThS BQGÃC'CDZGZZ<Mgog

Qb)QCH,GQg Vi8 hc.VC OQQ QQ6lSCiQR l Q 9-"o SCCA»

't 7

f9

Tft ~~lQQM 3.i~G CQ RGB'"'C~ SCi~~'8"9 MV3." " M 416 pLQjeCCg)

cl6 '456 PG~s.Gl 56KQZ'6 '~8 IXV'OPUS CQ b" 4+4 6'~QX'~~Fi ~ 8 PRQ$ 3 o

LihltM' O'CQZ88 g VG 3.3. hP;-MS pf'Qp3,Q:ZQZ '~~cC S"."RZ QQ" O~ ~GÃ o o )

ALA Ns cQZ'ZQci KQ OUr v. cksPB'M.'" '3g cs'" 5'»

I

gcf3, 8~M'rs ')KR$-G~;t.M'- ~
-',- bio;l'"."'g;". """2Q 5,". "o%8>

22 CQS 0" QQi l CQXVgQP ..3,QNC Og HRCP

XoiQ GPS.chiQo
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mpbl3 1 formn<ion oa C ~.s":

Dr. 3lumaP

NZ GPSS BXcUbiE" ~'es ~

bK. MORTON."Ezcasa mG.

7 Min". mat guest'on real).y i:s dirac tnt to +Ma

and 4"~ s i&0."~gh t 2.8 QGrQ o HG haszL t J3<; Qzh SI'Jc)rn My klut

3: exp ct he can answer the ouasi:ion as i:o uaat, 9.f anything,

%s Staff did mi~2z Chat analysis,

?4N. OURTZXZOT'". Nc<ll, i+.'s .'~~> Supple~oaC

10 number 7 of aha SH."'..'age 3-20, pQrRgraph 4 )

NP~. BOMRS: Ph -.. peg~~

MRO TOUPZHLT Oi'~.E: 3 2O,

bLRo ~~>XSCHVM2t |ixoi".o3 ~~g "<' o Soders o

BOMB~ i E~& o Pla3.Q ~%a 'c.er e

IKo PX.XSC~K~ZR."X'6 13.ke -:o dry '>a Board's

attantioa Co one thing, a ¹st~ehicn Cta . ""ink migh be

legally ralevanto

20

Appendix A Co Part l00, Sassy.c ~~5 Geologic

Gibing Cr" $:~x'3.a for Huc2.ear Pover Plots "':" VX app3.ication,

Application to Engi"easing De"-~got ~we "~t pr~x'agr. > h u-der

3.eCCar A sCates as follows -- not~~ M~,s lee":~ X 6~;.crMes

the applicatio" of Me roc'M.z vi"g des.".'ga acd Me .'rin~m of

23

24

analyses t>at must be done ~ order "..o =ss. "s .'ha@ M<e p3.eat

can withstand +Do vibratory ground zo~on '=rom the safe shut-

down earthcpaakao





the <-irsC sentenca3

Rccc'UZI s&i3.~SCK'UQC~ri L in)~~ÃFc8icx'f:~i ci'8 3"Qd

Ni8 8 'DBc+AKt Ilaw 'EGIN cf vMr5 LQL+ aisv."IiQILo

"iform NaLC 8 R r4CQ9Z8KBQt. OX a~PUb~( iA

zo';3 4&~a s" f= I:as a stm~='La 6 R~vi.a~< =lan in
4h8.ch Chap i>ave es~abkisho8 a CLs~of+ po'"t, .':or csz'~n I Was

S~QRXA l~vizv VARY is ~~GC ~G 3,av„ tttQP~~C ™v A 58 ~"L"9 3LU

M6 Qhs S cafx 8 v .Qvg 'zgQQ a is .Ro'~ UDt~'~ ~~cvs)x'L15 5'~so *C

'is ROC 8 8 ~Sff XZGQir~~he

ÃQRTOg" its, BoÃ~>~z Z '.Io: ~Q l gQ Co ask if
Ko PX62 scha.c8r is 88rioD~L3.v Rzc'~Kg (zRw +Pi 0".3 - KN ZOO

x'eQMrc4~ a thziM~6 RMitJIka 'oil~s~rvcClL~3 inl GrR Cic33 GM3.$

sis for each aud, @vary naca."ar facile"'- .'m M:a Uai~ Sm as.

Xs Chat @ha ho ic wgvwg'?

HRSo BG'AEFS: Cou3.Q pa~ res@a~i-c[, .'~™o Pl@.scha3>r'P

What X'm a=gLIing --- <ha"'s moC @i+~+ X m m~cui~g.

Apga3;.die E~ Co Part. ZOO ra<a".".m. -~ aC '~Me analysis

or CL38'hs a Oleo iQ~~ QcccQQ~ MG «Q" ~< . ~~~i. '2x'~ "RC~"i"cMon
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mpbl5 >

6
3

809.l 8'MQC~QE& 9 fLWGZ'8C.WOXL QQR2.~~.848 ~ C'.~:-"'L~.K ""AQS~™48 hRVQ

argued ~ai. ~a~ shoQ3,d be do~se for Md.a plewho fao8a expeZtq

h@~s s~~hemssL+q 'L:h9.ch Gzs cv9.08$ '.Cs 9..9. ~i 1'r 8 3".Gccz4<

i~IRo 'ZOURZEc~iHZE." Mrs, BCaaX'S

'P~

BGHr"28 s Hr. <.ov "&~lie'ts.

YfR- TOUHTHK,LOTS!Rs A coQp'e of poMM I'6 lQe

50 RtQRB 89.9'4~8 ZLZQQKGXLi U~~ZQGgi~SQ lly COG'RBG1u

G~>G 9.8 g I Vli&k «4~ni 8 a~ l~'~'K.s R)" 4, d" O'EQ~~c~L'9

of Mxe Pls~tsckc~~< fz 40 G~'c, ovs» hSX3 RQd P17a'3$ i6 i~'3Q PA+~Lla)Q3 cBZM

fzcIR, ~Q ~mac ~i6 Sq~~ v9.'~ Q dGg..Ra 0:" COL'~ ~M' io-'41@

II

l2

euti a sc9.euti "9.c c:oxen@:.ty the," a "c9.l-':™=.c'" ~"a m~maehP.cn

RZ?RlyS9.8 9,8 C3.&~3.y RRQ '4648M.c~~lp >~fLG QD2.y lfSV ~~~iV y04 CQG

appx'of"ch hh'8 .'mh~er a@a 't:h~~ za: de". '""f f c Xs!a t~ ao bacaase

I am-ansve.".9.ag Q1a~~ —Z'm ecch ~~g':wZ 0™ ch:-rw he-'sa the

ACR~, bet X""m i~~ing tc c~aractaz9.;ca ~me aaCare ox ha8 shahe-

meah by ma..9ag refezenc8 %a ~he:LCRB as s ac:i."->=.,if":.c body

f7

I8"

and how Mey 3.ooJ:aQ LLpca She Qcgzae of c-~"mizv.'"..v c'~La@

pihx59 clLLzax'te'&c803c+Jo Thigh 8 6~4~'i~~Gn

I9 CVS&er C.ee ~~ yCQ "-QaC'ha." i1e j SO~ =QL~CSd ~~.

')0 AppfMlc19.if Ag yQQ QGG Rat 9.t M/8 ckx>6c 3.~g K,1~.c'Mls ."Q~~lys9,$

OZ'.58fi..s 8LRXl PWRS 9.%40 RCCQQZ!,:~~

22 MeU., @he SBR =3.eax3.y a:W" ~-" -'-;.."" "0 '-;as CJCea

')3'CCOQGCo PDQ 618 ZCB865 '9' fi>i3:-'Pie«~Ice'UZ - ~~48ZcMC" OQI

aacLly89.8 sLa|: heiag mrf9e "'. Cle~m3.y 8j:z"s4 .";;;. t4 8:3Ro Xt was

CGkeil LQ'CO RCCGLM'wo ThL.. QgQ34, "CQ - j1GVP.: 3)PQZs fo 'V3: do SW
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lg eb1 Y9S. 3051ERS: ..he objac<=~on is susta'nad. Ne do

not see the re1evancy.

-'K. PX:BISCHAKERz So the --asis o'=. the Board's

xu1ing is '- U:a'his 1in= .f r~~sti".ns 's ~ rr=1evant to

he issues befoxe &6 Boarcl'P

NHS. RQHHRS- 'Wet it was not ut.:.1ized ay the

Nuclear Beg:".latory Commission in i s 'onsic.a;.:ation.

i'IRo NORTON ~ Hvicuse meg Iifxso Bc'ders o T le ob jec
'ionvent t"'he question of the. -.- t'..e tut.".ria3. q ;st=on

10 *'hat;- I forget the ezact vay it rvas;~orded but s«,iething

about can you te11 us the different 'cinds of soi1-=tructure

interaction analysis; that kind cP. qu=-stion.

13 ~Ãe ham absolutely no objection ' Per. '"leischaker

asicing this vi+~aess w'oat the msu'it3 o=". his stu"~ -~:=r:=-, but

to get into a tutoria1 process of a11 the di"ferent k::.nds o"

soil-structure ma1ysis is vhat cur objecti"n v:-.- tJ.

17 Ve have no objection ".o his asking '.he'esults of

18 this study that was done.

19 .. JNRSO BOrZBS» I understand ~".6 Staff "- Nel1g do

you vant to restate your pos'tion, I". Tourh'12.ottc-:2

21 NR. K'OURTZLIA)T92s 'm of the opinion :Rat he

Po2 can probably ask ia&ee or four Gl'.ps tici1$ about

so

i

1�""8
t ucture

interaction ana1ysis, but I'm not. going to e11 h'm ho~r to Po

24 »at. And if he vents to get into a g neral discussion o.~

soil-structure interaction-- v .sh ~s h~d fou'id ano ". 'er
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phras for that Rind of thing—
'Ko 1'70RTOliS SSXo

ÃR,:.QURPELLOTTE: Zf he .sents Co get into that

a general r1a jp X thiLA tha~ ChRt i . 3.:p~".BlevQQto

Nants soP>e sp <r."i~?A.c infozBLah l.QQ abo".lt t.ki:i 8'~G 3. 12.c 8=te Gnl

Specificallv (that vas .Col;F<d at the 8" ~:8 t..".at either g ~'~t2.Z3.ed

ox'icx z1ot justA.:"."f tzle use of tha'i. approach p Y3len 't,1at 8 a

ll.tt' Qz.t cLB.x J G~Q~ 8'08 pact mc<K 3ut .".. Ot going to

r tel) him ho<7 to ask his Questions 7

30 PA. K;EXSCWQG;B: T. u;"Gerstoo..". ''..e Boar.l'8 rul ng

to be that 3: could a83: no fu "the:." g ~estions ~Q the Jubject Gf

r2> soil~structure in ex'action anal jsi8 ke¹u.:le '-0 l st ".ucture

intexaction emalysis was not reaui od ay the Bta'" . Zs that

&e Board'8 rulingP

>BS o HCISRS Bell vie ilavQ aha'ssel1t -'ad@

3.6 amounts to motions for rec=nciaeration of ")~-. rulinY

~~lRo HGRTO>I: That'8 car:.:~ct.

18 MR. F:~ZSM~RYZi-:." Mo, <re'-:."'.-..d Pi.'. Hor::on try

39 ' rexine the z"rQ.ingo

20 NR. NORTON> That'8 co r~~r,".t. Z thin!: i'-. is very

mportant that a recoxd be vexed- c" ear in th.! ease a". appeal

as to e:cacti what the ruling ii~as.;.'ave no objp;tion to

23 him ask9mg ~out 6 ore «hat If' cto e g Qu t Uo go wnt -) a

tutorial session on so l-stz~;ctura;i.ntarai"ticn ana» pais is

unnecessar~. " is: rre.".eva. to
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eb3. 5'. FLEXSCHAKBH.: Nell, if you can't talk about

the method, then what sense does "t make Lo talk about the

results'ither X get to get into it or X don."t get into it
at allo

(The Board conferring.,)

MK. BGNEM: Uel3., a.ter giv ng ~x:rther consider;=-

on "o this .matter we willpe~'t a vex,"'; l."'.in='.ted line of

questions, MR. Pleischaker, you simply as! "ng Dr. Seed what

he did, withou getting into possibilities o;= o.Der ways,

i 085

10 et csterao

Now if you don't want to proceed in this way> the

Board will pose questions and then we would '.imit the parties

J3
to exactly the subject mat "e- that we cov zel in our questions

PZ. PLZXSCH2QEB: Can X ask t!:e Board a q -~stion?

MRS o BO1KRS: Yes, sir

16

17

18

19

20

21

MR PLEXSC&MER: By asking him about z;"ha". he did,

might X also probe what he didn'4 doP

MR, HORTONt Mrs. Bowers, X thin.-: this is a hotall

unfair way to proceed. He should ask a question, Me question

should be objected m, and ruled on. Then h'e can ask another

question, and. if we don't object we don', iZ we do we do.

But you know, chis is ridiculous to si" he=e and

argue about what, he may or mav not ask in the "uture. Let'

get on with it. X don't mderstand this.

MRS. BOWERS: N'e";1, ~m've hold yo::; Hr. "',. isc':a¹~"
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that we wanted you, if you prefer 'ed "o proceed wi4& questions

yourself on just exactly what D-. Seed did. 'Kow ore th~~- it
is inaapropriato, as we sa'd, to ge" into al1 other possi-

bilities ~

BB. NLEXSCEGKH: QI:ay Row ~b~u;" ocher oossx-

bilitiea that are in evidence?

NR. NONCOM: N'.s. Bowers, can we please proceed

questions and answers and objeccions to che questions if
necessary? X don't know how possibly the Board can speculate

as to what Hr. Pleischaker is going to ask.

HR. PDE:XSCHiQKR: X think Hr. Norton is right. X

agree

HRS. BONEBS: Please proceed.

BY iso W~XSCH.'QKR".

X d like to KG~M on tc ttie ne t line of questions o

Dr. Seed, you ment'oned two 3cinds of analyses.

Briefly, what is the inertial interaction analysis?

A (Nitness Seed) Briefly, X woul8, charactex'se that

as an analysis in which the soil unde'"lying and surrounding

the structure is xepxesented by a series of springs and dash

pots the charactexistics o wh" ch are selecte" to rep.-"sent

the efxects of the soil.
9 ffhat is a complete interaction analysis?

A 2 complete interacmon analysis i „- as X M t
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eb5 i

6
nowt is one that is Usually performed using finite element

techniques and includes consideration of 'he v=-,riaticn

of ground motions with depth and perhaps apace in the analysis

X don't chiwk ~moss "wo are necessarily sep rated

to ally in that way, but, Yzat.'s the way they are usually

characterized.

@hat do you mean by finite element technique?

A A finite element techniaue is one in which a

large structure or a body of soil is represented by a series

j2

l3

of small —shall 7. say'ubes, or chunks of soil called

elements, and these elements are all fastened together so

that the total sum of the elements ~pres a.ts the tot=1 body

of the structure and the soil mass involvec .

Could you describe for us the soil«structure

interaction analyses that you performed for the Applicant?
V

A Can X describe it?

f8

20

Yes.

Yes. Can I show a Viewgraph?

Yeso

(Slideo )

The analysis that X performed for joe Applican"

was perfo~d to investigate specifically whether the HRC

requirement of analyzing the structure which is represented

in this model of the structure by a series of liuoped massos

fastenad to each other by a deformable set of "prings sitt-'ng
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'It

on a hase vhich represents the base o:~ ":ze s'=xuctu=e and the

whole Ching sitting on a aa,ssive aiece of '"os. orhich really

in ef.ect in the analysis exteno.s a long,6istan=e dote

the e and a long distance X lQ sGz.~~ a Long w~ tanc3 . out

to the left and a long Qis".ance out to the x'igs 'r)hich ve

axen't sharing, due to Limitations o space, to see i+—
Q MRy X xQtQFxLlpi'- youp Go ole can clark this as an

'xhibit, and harm you give i" a titleP

A ALL xight.

10" %his NQQLd be called Qle "Analyticaj'>~c>el Used

If for Soi2.-Structure Znteraction Analysis."

f2, NRi PLEZSCHAKHR: "'his vi13. be ~!elf:~d as Joint

f3 Xn"e~enoro'xhibit Number 58.

(bhexeuz:on,- the docmm~nt

15 X'GZG~~Gd l o 'Was 'aiQ~ifed

16 Join Tnt xveno s'8
17 fax identification. )

18 BV le ~ LEXSKGQCER".

19

20

Dx. Seed,

HR. ~MRTON: E:cause me. Hay X inquire as to

21

22

23=:

whether that is contained in a zegoz" Mat vgas referred to

earl'rP
WITHNESS SEED: Xes. this 's Figure 7 f'~>". the

24 report that I submitted to POSE

NRo NCRYONe ALL righto



0
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eb7 Then we have the r"'ght if 2~x'. Pleischaker is

going to introduce one piece of an evhibit, to:cequire that

he provide the entixe exhibii as an e:chibit in evidence, oz

4 to be marked, and we axe so asking at this time., that he

p ovide sufficient copies "or everybody„not at this ."zimediate

moment but for mar1-ing.

MR. PLZXSCHMCERe X don'0 think he has that right.
He've had a lo of«- I didn'0 select this graphy Dr Seed

selected it We'l be happy to provide ccpies of this. Xf

the Applicant wants to get the;rhole study in o evidenc, X

think he can do so on zedir ct and prov.'de copies.

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers: any time a Xayver gets

out a piece of paper, hovrever he does it, vrlce&er he asks the

)4 question and somebody say", "Hell, X have a piece of papex,"

: and he says, Show it," then he's stuck with the entire docu-

ment if so requested by the othez party.

l7

js

And in this particular

We do»'t think it's fair to put. in

case we'e requesting that..

one piece of the document;

20

let4s put in the entire document. We don't have bo r quest

that but in this case we rant to.

MRS. BOWERS: Mx. Tourtellott ?

22 MR. TOURTZLLOTTE".Mr, Norton is ab:. olutely cozrec:=j

The purpose for that rule is tc zakt= certain that scmething

24 isn't taken out of can expo And certainly introducing one

page out of an entire repoxt could be taken out oi conte:".t.
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eh8 Xn order to put it in the px'oper context the p=... y who con-

trois 'chat has the right to mquest that the entix'e docgzent

>e introduced. Xf it's a rule that Nr. Pleischaker was not

aware of he should ba amaze o it.
8 fS o BC1".ERS2 Nz'o PloischB «erg you Meren . %lith

9

10

us two vears ago when we had several ~reeks of evidentiary

,hearing on ewrirowantal issues and this matter came up

early, in that px'oc eding, and ~~he Board ruled at that ~
and ore will repeat the ~ling that Ym. Norton is absolutely

.correct ~

Row it is not always asi".sd fo.-., and that.has

12 happened in this proceeding.

13 HR P~XSCKQKP.s So what that means-™ I under-

stand the Soard 8 rulizhg+

'15

16

17

18,

20

(NOTE: Intervenox's a~~it 58 (Slide: Analyt9.cal Ywdel Used
fox Soil-Structure Xnteraction Analysis), marked at
page 6766, is withdrawn. Substituted therefor is
Xntervenors Exhibit 58 marked at page 6779 (Report:
Analyses of Soil-Stracture Interaction Effects During
Earthquakes for the Diablo Canyon Huc3.ear Power Plant,
Seed and Lysmer, 7/7/70) full text containing slide
heretofore marked Xntezvenoxs Exhibit 58.)

21

22

23
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'7,-

Could we please bava a copy of the''Pi'nal Report?

The copy we have is a year old. We'l be happv to Xerox it.
And I think that this figure is tWen from the later report,

,which ww 've never sean before.

NR. NORTON: Gr. Seed, is this fi~~ e in

both reports?

NXTNESS SHED: This figure is in both reports.

HR. NORTON: That's what X though .

NR. PLEXSCHMBR: RE'll let's get out the latest

report, as 1ong as we'e so interested in gething everything

into the record., Nr. Norton.

I3>

NZTNESS SEEDx Xt may be numbered differently

in the two reports butit is as a figure, I believe, in both

MRS. BOWERS: And Nz. Norton, you'l make a

I9

copy available to the Joint Xntervenors?

HR. NORTOH: Certainly.

HR. FMXSCHAKER: Okay. Thank you.

BY HR. PLEXSCHAKER:

2I

9 Dr. Seed, before I interrupted you, you were
I

explaining something that extended in one direction, and-
Nhat was that?

(Hitness Seed) Yes,~ I was simply saying in this
24 depiction or model of the structure and the rocic on which

it sits, it is not possible to show the e..tent of the rock
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5

extending out to the left and the r"ght or as deep as it
goes, because we can only show a 19mited amount of rock.

Xn the analysis, ve have put in what's called

transmitting boundaries down this side arA do»w Chat side
i

and Cransmitt9.ng boundaries are ways to propagate out from

the structure. —Co and pass through them 9n such a way

Chat Uie presence of a mansmitting boundary: allows us to

represent by a small size model, he effect-as 9.f.the rock

63.d expand Co an infinite d9.stance de~n there and to an

I'nf9nite distance out here.

So while the model is Hhnite in size, it 9.s in
effect infinite in its effects.

X'm merely ex~Xaining now «me characteristics

25

26;,

27!

28

29

of the model.

Now the purpose of the study was to find out i
it made any s9.gnificant difference to ~We mot9.ons within

the structure whether or not this plant was analy ed for
J

three specific conditions.
1

One of them was, assuming the plant to be located

22 ~

on. a rigid base, ~hich is the me«Mod o analy~'is normally

used for structures on rock required hy 4We nuclear Regulator !

Ccmmission and Co which reference has already been made.

24)
I

25 i

I ahdaa epeai2iaally aae relies asya, ea ahe Gaia~

says Chat if the shear vave veloc9.ty of the supporting

soil or rock is equal to 3500 feet per second or greater,
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10

14

that the analysis can be made assuming a rigid base for the

structure.

The second possibility of analysis is that the

waves approaching the structure approach it as vertically

propagating shear waves coming up from below and vertically

propagating compression waves coming up from below. The

vertically propagating shear waves would cause translation

of the structure, and the vertically propagating compression

waves would cause vertical mo ions :n the structure.

So this is a means of depicting the approach of

waves to the structure. Zt is very often used'n soil-

structure interaction analyses, although we know that waves

don't simply come to the st>ctu e in that way.

One often simplifies the actual behavior of

16

l7

18

19

20
1

2I1 .

22.

23

24.

waves in reality with a simplified version of the way those

waves might- perform in reality. And this is the modeling

technique that is customarily used.

The third part of the study involved characteri-

ing the motions that affect the structure as if the entire

wave system that generated those motions approached the

structure from the side and camo into the picture as a

series of Rayleigh waves.

And X believe P"ofessor Bolt.described, in the

preceding panel, the characteristics of shear waves,

Rayleigh waves and other kinds of waves, so Z don't need to
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repeat them again ~

Hayle9.gh ~eaves propagate horisonta2.3y. And in

our case, re assumed hat as o e ."i!cde ox excitation and one

+ay of generating the spactr"-i! that ~@as regui;.ed for the

design of this part9.cu3.ar s ructureo

The study @as made to co~a,are the eEfecis of

those three different modes cf exciting the b",se of the

structure

l2

*3

44

The f9.rst mode @as a rigid base, ."'.a that correct?'

Right

Pwd the second mode assumed vertically-inciden0

shear +avesta

Shear QQd compression vials ~

Shear and compression I'aves p P "slai"80 o

And the third way +as to assume hurisonta3.1y

propagating Ray2eigh +avesta

A Yes.

Ho~< those are th=ee d9.screte stud esP

20

A Three discrete studies, yes.

Q Ho+ v9.th respect to the rigid base, Mhat is the

forcing function or @hat is the eave motion that you assam P

2.3
I

24

A The forcing function is the t"me history of motio„s
~4ich has a-- whose spectral'hich is Qe one r@u9.red for
the design of th9.s pazticu3.ar plant.

7'~hat do you assume 'Y9 th z~sQGct wo the incidence
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2
of the waves'P

A Por the rigid base analysisP

iC doesn'0 make any difference. Xf the hase is

rigid, then the motions go directly into the base. A rigid
base simply says the base moves ba'ck and forK". and all points

move rigidly, that is, they can't mov differentially.

9 And it's a hori"ontal motion'P

f0

$ 2

And so what is put into the structure as a

foxcing function is the required motion directly horizontally

at the base and the xequired motion directly at the base.

9 What is the difference between that and the

second model where you have vertically-incident sheax waves

and compression
waves'n

the second model, it is assumed that the waves

20

21

23

24 .

that. come into the structure come from deep down below the

structure as vertically propagating shear waves and verti-

cally propagating P-waves.

And to find those wave systems, you determine

the motions in the free field and determine what motions

would have to ezi.st at depth to produce the specified motions

required for the design of this plant at the point on the

surface in%he free field.
Then you put those motion" into We system at

the bottom of the rock column and let them propagate upwaxds





<faith the structure heing part of the system and Xind out

Hsen hew the structure responds o the forcing function ~rrhich

is neer put in at the boitom of the rock column rather than

at the base of the structure.

Zn &is zsay, the de;:ozmebi3.ity of the zocIc on

vlhich the structure sits is tc~ cen into RccoUin~. in the

analysis.

Are there any other f ctors that .'!".tish in the

real world that are taker. into account 'n ihe second analysis

second method of analysis, that are not te'™en into account

in the first method'P 06>er than —X think you mentioned

deformation of the rocJcs.

A Yes, the second method."aRes into accoun the

radiation damping, so-ca3.le8., which allo;;s waves to propagate

out from the hase and go out into space, ns it Mere, in the

calculations.

So soil deformation and radiation damping are

two—
They'e both included in this method of

calculation.

Xn the second method of
calcul'ation%'ight

But the logic dias not model that in the first
methods

Nell the radiai on danping is sometimes



0
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agb7 modeled in the first method by increasing the amount, of

oampz,ng that you choose to allow 3n the structure ~ So

allowances can be made for that.

!lere allowances made z.n th>s case?

No.

Q Now with respect to the third me'thod, which is

the horizontally propagating waves what's the- difference

between that and th first method?

in the third method, one takes the motion

characterized at a point in the free field which is the one

i3

that is deiined as the control motion for the plant -- repre-

sents that motion by a series or a family or Rayleigh waves,

oropagates those Rayleigh waves through here across . he

base and including the structure, and determines the response

'7

$ 8

19'i

20;

23
'4

I
25

of tne structure when the motions are enti "ely, generated

by the family of Rayleigh waves.
I

NBS. BONEBS: Nr. Pleischaker, you may be fairly
close to.the conclusion but, you know, we'e 'earned if we

don'0 break for lunch at 12:00, often the dining room fills
up with other people and the service is dif 'cult.

So we'l recess now for lunch.

{Whereupon, at 12:00 noon, the hearing in the

above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at 1:00 p.m.
I

this same day.)
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ZWTZmOOH SESSXOZ

(l:00 p.m.)

NBS. BOWERS'esd li/ce to resume, please.

Whereupon,

JOHN Ae BLUi&~

Ho BOLTCN SEEDS

'Zo ALLXN CORHE~~" g

e 8 and

MMLD PBAZXHR

30 resumed the stand on behalf of the Applicant and, having been

previously duly sworn, @are examined. and testified further as

follows'ROSS
E GUGNiXTXON (Continued)

BY BiRe PLEXSCP~R:

15

16

Q Dr. Seed, could ve please have that slide back

on fhe screen ageing f have a co pie of goes ".ons eo ask ebon~

J7

$ 8'j
.'0

2$

'2
23

i 24

(Witness Seed, ) Okay.

(Sl=de.)

Q Dr, Seed, in your analysis was any value given

to structural dampingP

Yeso

What value +as that?

A The same value of structural damping — Xt, tells

. 25; you in the report, actually. p ~ ~
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eb2 Z haven'0 seen the repoM. Xt didn't get hack

from the xerox yet.
X'm. sozzy, the xeport does not seem to contain—

at least X don't find it —a descr-ption of the structural

model, but that was provided to me by John Blue and his

company.

Xt is described in Figure 1, and it was a model

provided by John Blm, since we can consider 'Sat his company

was more able to produce a good stz- ctural ™-e a better

stxuctural model than we were.

.Os the figureT

Pardon?

Rhat was the figure utilized for damping?

Seven percent in structures — Beven percent

everywhere in fact.

Hllat does everywhere'eanT

17

18

A Xn the mat foundation, in the containment exterior

shell and the containment interior structure,

Now was this same figure of damping used for all

OP

23

three of the assumptions that we—
Yeso

under which the model was runT

Right

Now for assumption numbex 1 wader which-- Excuse





The model A that, you QescribeQ was a rigid base

model o Xs that correct?

Yes o

Hhat kind of base '.q~~ ass~~~ed Anat does that

mean technically, rigid hase?

That, the material underlying her is a rigid block

underlying the foundation olabo

Does that mean that it. deforms?

Ro, it. means it Qoesn't deform.

So the model —the logic of the model doesn'

contemplate deformation in the fo~~dation?

]2 That's right,.

Notr is ~Jurat equals.'r true for the second and third
moQels that you ran, that is, for the inc"dent -'

A No, the second and third models allaci~d defoanations
'I

in the rock under'.yxng the foundation hase slab.

JS.

Q %hat assumptions, if any, ~~ere made regarding the
1

foundation base slab for the second and third models?

That it consisted of— Xt s sholem in Pigure 1 of

the reporto Xt has a shear modulus of 2 x 10 u Poisson s6

2~
', ra"io of 0.3, a unit weight of 100 pomids per cubic foot, and

7 percent dampingo

(} X~m afraid X vous t understand that if X had it
in front of meo

l ell, those axe generally the properties of
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eb4 concreto.

Are any assumptions made with respect to deforma-

3 tion in the slab for the second and third models?

Yes. Since the base slab 's not, rigid-«Excuse

meo Since the mat foundation, that is, this piece in here,

is not. rigid, then it is able to deform.

Q >lell, is there a difference between — You pointed

8 to the middle of that..

The whole thing. 'nis shaded area on this Figure

10 7 is intended to represent the slab of the structureron

which &e structure is built. And since it is not, given

12 infinite stiffness in the analytical model it is therefore

considered a deformable body in the analysis.

14 ~

15

KR. PLZXSMAEERa Bay I harm a moment., please?

Ne just got. the report backs Ne received it. about halfway

through lunch, at about 12:30.

17

'IS

(Pause. )

For the record, I have marked as Joint Inter»

19 venoxs'»hibit Number 58 "Analyses Gf Soil Structure

20 Interaction Effects D~ing Ear~dMIualces for the Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Plant," by H. Bolton S«ed and John Lysmer,

22 July 7, l978. X am handing three copies to the Reporter.

24

25

(See NOTE, a e 6768)

{Wi:ereupcn, the document

x'eferred to was marked

Joint Xntezvenors'8

for:dentification. )
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eb5 BY NRo "LEXSCHMCER:

Por the shear craves that excite —the shear craves

that. have beth hori~,onta~ and vertical ez™itations, did you

consider a 45«Beg ee incident analysisV

(Nimess Seed) No.

Xn this model you describ 8 the soil as having a

finite depth, Xs that correct'P

Nell, the rock of course runs to a very large

9, depth and we only modeled it do~~vi to a depth of 370 feat. Xt

Has our judgment that it woulan't have made any difference

to She behavior of the struc ure if ve had carried this doc~w

12

t3

further beyond that po9.nt, so ore sav, no reason to do that.

Q You also indicat d that the logic of the model

considers the width of, the soil to b: finite. Xs that correct-L

infiniteV

tG Infinite, yes. The transmitting bcundaries

allow craves 'to propagate out through the side s as if they

were going into an infinite half space

MP.. NORTON'xcuse ma, Pws. Bowers. I dcn't

20 understand where we'e proceed'ng wiMx this line of questioning„

As fax as I knaw„ this is not part, of our direct testimony.

This is being brought out cn cross«examina iono Therefore,

it4s not the subject of rebuttal for her. Pleischaker. He

can'5 bring, someone in to rebut it because it is not part of

our direct tes~ony.





eb6 There is no other witness vho has done a soil-
st~cture interaction analysis in this proceeding. There is
no one el e vho has done one in this proceeding or out of
this proceeding, but there is certainly no on "'n the proceed«

ing, and X don't understand the purpose of all of this, other

6 than what the results vere.

.Xf there vere sonaone else's soil-structure inter-
." action analysis to compare with it, maybe that would have

these questions would have some relevancy> hut I don't ulder-
stand where this is- going, or hov it t"'es in

I mean there is nothing to compare it with. He're

comparing it in a vacuum, so all of these "Did you do this2"

17 '.

18:

19

20'1

I

23 ~

24

25

'Did

you do that" questions don't have any meaning, They

don't have any relevancy because there is nothing to compare

them wino

X don't think Hr. P3.eischaker himself is going

to do a soil™structure interaction analysis and he certainly
;. has no vitness to do one, so X don't understand the relevancy

of thiso

NR. PLEISCHAL&R: I would Like to p-oceed with
my questioning.

MRS o BONERS c Nr. Tourtellotte'P-

HRo TOU~i. LLO~~: h~ell, I think 11r, Norton's

objection is not inconsistent with the one I made earlier
pertaining to the relevancy cf this whole matter. Hhile I
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think there >sere a limited number of questions that could

have been asked and answe ed, this go s way beyond the realm

of what is relevan c o

And as 2jr. Norton appropriately pointed out,

even if we e:@lore all of this, whether he is right or wrong„-

what difference does it make because we de't use this

analys's. And if his figures prove out to be one way or the

other, what difference does it, make?

Xf fL. P3.eischaker can show there's som relation.

ship> i wou" d be perhaps 'a meeter that we might reconsiderp

but right now it appears to be not. relevant at. all.
ted%, BOWBRS: Nell, if the witress got to the

18

20

21

23

point. of giving his conclusions, then wouldn', that either
establish or not establish why HRC did not use 9.t?

~. TOKKHLLOTTEs Xt might establish why he did

the analysis at all. And X think why he d'd the analysis

at all is of some interesto But X don't know that 't makes

any difference how he did the analys-'s unless there is going

to be soma evidence introduced to disprove his theory, and

I don'0 Know how that can be done because his theory isn4t

even in contentiono

kKo NORTOHe i~ra. Bearers, to put it a slightly
different way, if they had someone ~who had done a soil-
structure in~eraction analysis of the Diablo Canyon site with

a diffBring result from Dr Se dp then this would have soma





relevancy perhaps..

The point is thai. this was done; it, is not in-

consistent with any other results that were done, 'T5e Staff

chose not to recpxire a soil-structure interact."'.on analysis

because they Qidn't thinr. it was necessary. And I just don'

understand where he's going. I don'0 understard why he

j2

i4

doesn't get to the conclusions.

Xou know/ maybe he ' got a big surpriseo Maybe

the conclusions are that soaeth9.ng is go"'ng to happen that

none of us know about, that we can't read in the. report o"

that Dr. Seed hasn't reported to us. Xf so, I wish we'd get

to it because this business of "hhy did you do this,~ "What

did you do that forP", it's not relevant to anything. There

is nothing to compare it against in "he record or in the

proposed witnesses or anything else.

Xf there's nothing to compare it again we'xe

operating in a vacuumo

18.

J9
'0

21

HB, TOURTELLOTTE: I rrd.ght add, &AS. Bowers,

that X believe — X haven', really looked at the section.

As X recall it's 2.757. Xf that's not the section there is
another section tha~ allows the Board to inqu9.'re of Counsel—

I think after a lapse of time such as the one we'e had,

the Board can appropria sly inquire of Counsel as to exactly

where they'e going, and require some kind of a showing as

to the relevancy of where they'e going. And X think right
now might be a good time for that kind of a showing
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2B agb1 MRS. BOWERS: Nell ve, on the earlier ruling,

3

tried to make it clear that ve thought a very limited line

of questioning vould be appropriate. The Applic'ant had

.210 supported, or had actually proposed some ques".ions in this
f

t

But, Nr. Pleischaker, can you conclude this matte&

vith a question or tvo?

ttR. PLZXSCHAE"R: No. X just got this report

vhich is apparently a document of Ju'y 7, 1970, and Z don'

j2

'j3

MRS BOHERS: N 11 ve'd 1'ke you to respond to

some of the statements that have been made here as to the

fact that Dr. Seed—

NR. PXEISCHM<ER: Xs there an objectionP I
don't understand where ve are legally.

IIR. NORTON: There vas an objection Chat this

line of questioning is growing'increasingly irrelevant.

MRS. BO97ERS: And Hr. Norton's point vas„he

has no idea vhat you think you vill be able to establish

< 22
'

23

24

25

by the line of questioning, a9.nce there vill not,be other

vitnesses sponsoring different—
NR. PLBXSCKGKR: Ther is already in evidence

in the record to demonstrate Mat there are oi:her vays

that this soil-structure interaction should have been

considered'



e
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2

3

10

'12

13 .

Xt apparently vas not considered, and X intend
II

to explore with this vitness the limitations and the para-

meters -- the parameters and the limitations of the parti.cu'a..

analysi.s that he utilized.
Xf we don't have a witness here to explain

in full what additional methods could have been utilisedr

the Xntervenors, that doesn't matter because chere's already

'videncein the xecord, clear ev'dence in the xecord in the

statements of Trifunac and Luco that there are additional

ways, bettex'ays, X believe, to consider the soil-structure

interaction.

MR. NORTON: Mrs Bovex's, rathex'.han Mr

Plei.schake='s continued interpretati.on of what is in Tri-

15

16

J7

19

20

21'2'3

funac and Luco's repor s on the question of soil-structure

interaction analysis, you know, X don't think the Board has

read those and X don'4 think that the Board is in a position

to agree or disagree with Hr. Flei.schaker's discussion of

what those reports say.

And X don't think there's anything in those repor

that goes to her. Seed's soil-structure interaction analysis

at all. Xf there is, then perhaps Mr. Fleischaker could

quote i.t for us as to wha- goes to Dr. Seed's soil-structure

interaction analysis.

25 I

HR. PLEXSCHAKER: X can fi.nd it right away.

MR. NORTON: Then perhaps we can narrow it down



0

0

l
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to that specific quest.'on o" two or whatever it .is, X have

no idea.

NR. PLEXSCHMSR: X'm oorzy, Mrs. Bowers, X

8,
I

9

think it's entirely inapprop=iate for the Staff and the

Appl cant tc util'"e th se techniques to narrow the scope

of our cross-examination when we are clearly in 'an area

that's relevant.

Pirst of all, with espect to the las'- questions

that X asked Dr. Seed whether the a-H and S-V e.-.cit"tions,
50

horisontal and vertical, had been considered with a 45-degree

52.

incident analysis. X believe his

Reading from Page Si..

answer was no.

of Dr. T"ifunac.'s report,
the following appears:

t

"For s-E and s-V excitation, hori-
t

frontal, vertical and 45 percent incident

57

'5B

25.

22

23

ZA.

analysis should be considered."

urther, at Part D:

"The radiation damping in the soil
will be introduced into the analysis properly

so that the high value of seven percent for
structures would not be required."

That's the Aprik, 1970 report.

Now let me move back to Nr. Luco.

Xn his reconunendation dated 3.2/8/i976:

"The structural response shou'd be
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agb4 obtained by use of a three-dimensional soil-
structure interaction analysis. Pour cases

should he considered independently.

"Case One, vertically incident waves

and three pex'c nt structural damping. Case Two,

vertically incident waves and seven percent

10

structural damping. Case Three, horizontally

incident waves and thre'e percent structural

damping. Case Pour, horizontally incident

waves and seven percent stru tural dhmping."

NR. MORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers.

Th3.s is precisely the kind of questions that

16

17

1R

19

20

Hr. Pleischaker should be ask'ng: Did you do this, did you

do that, rather than go through this entire drawn-out procoss,

and then 'f he vants to axgue that somehow what should have

been in vasn't, done, he can argue that. But to go through

all the things that vere done when all he vants to find
out is if a fev items were done, vhy doesn't he gust ask

the questionsP

MRS. BOWERS: Ne think the oh)ection is well

taken. And ve would like for you to pinpoint vith this
witness —well, first Dr. Seed, are you familiar with the

24

Trifunac and Luco documentation'P

WXTNESS SEED: Yes.

MRS. BOWERS: Ne'd like you to pinpoint with





agb5 witness those areas of difference and get him to h's con-.
\

elusion, and you should be able to do chat in a couple o™

three quest"one

Vp. r~ =SeEm"2,«'(ell I "m> going toias!". &e line

0f quests 0'fcc ig thRt g sbact'8 p RnQ: f cher~ s i cF~ ck 16(~~ion

and "he Poard wishes <0 cu'. me off, t<a"'s .'inc, Z'"l try
co get to 'Ble liine 0f o'Ges'- ioning -- tG 'cfie ki'1forR3,t:f on X

can:I n th~~ bes') way

B~ le FLEXSCi<F

D o Seed g iiJ c'our '».est*li.on/< vcu indxca+~ed t?cR~

you had a depth and infinite w".dth. "s her=" a 4eehn."'que

i3
of which you are aware 781ich Mould psE'rifi 'oiu to gif78 ellis

kd.nd of analysis a third d9.-*cension'?

A 't (Yitness Seed j Y(93 ~

Nba'c is that?

There are ava::.le&le some fores of three-"-Amen"ionalI

JS

'Ig

20
I

?f
I

22

P3

plani: element. analyses. "¹s part:ious.a ann':.-.";".i 's on

9.n.terest9.ng one in that the rock on ':zh.".0'n::=he stra t.c'~

sits is modeled in such a vza~p that ic has 'tl;ree-d".ma-i."ion<".lc

defects in that waves can radiate out fran .;.e base in

!

the plane of the screen K»ai. cyou're look.'.ng at. They are

also al3.owed to radia e out nor..al c..o th'. screen, ~he way

the analysis is set up.

Sa'h the struc< U"e "8 itself =Uo-62~:lensional i

And the waves themselves are:.l.-c-diransional. Xc is no'c

if
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agb6 strictly a three-dimensional finite element m>alysis but it
has soma elements of three-dimensionality in it.

0 X understand ~hat.

Could you describe a three-dazensional -- a true

three-dimensional d'rection analysis'

A true three-dimensional analysis would be one

8
6.320

10.

in which the structure is represented by a three-dimensional

model, having dimension away ".rom the screen. Aad the medium

would be represented as a tcta3. three-dimensional medium.

Thank you.

end2B

12.

13

I~IR FLEX9CHAEHR mrs ~ Bcxiers g X g us t 1 eceived

this report. X'd 3.ike to request 10 minutes to review

to see whether X have additional questions about it.
MRS. BOWERS: Ne3.3., we'l take 10 minutes. No

longer.

17

{Recess.)

18

20

Cl

24
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MB~. BONERS: Are you ready, Pw. Fleischaker'P

BY NR FLEISCHMDR:

Dr. Seed, I have a couple ofaxestions about Jo9.nt

Xntervenozs Exhibit No. 58.

First of allp on page

G i~. BOWERS: Can he be seated'r do you need

t¹ slide on

20

BR, PLBXSEBKKBR: Oh~ su@co

WITNESS SEED: X'm so~, +hat page are tm one

BY KR, FIZISCKQKRs

Page 7 of Joint Xnte venors'xhibit Zoo" 58

Xn the second full paragraph you have there — Xt

23 .
reads as follevse

"The above calculations can be pe'r-

25, formed for any layered system with specified

properties (stiMness, damping ratio, and. mass

27. density) o o ~ ~

Have those been specified for the calculations.

that you'e done in this paper2

A {Witness Seed) Yeso The properties of the layers

are described in Pigure 2o

All right That's all I need to kr.av.

Okay, Dr Seed X'm looking at Figure 2o

Yes?

25 Whe~ are the stiffness, damping r tio and mass
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eb2 density indicated on Figure 2?

A Figure 2 'ndicates the shear wave:eloai"'s in

the rock, and for analysis purposes we as "umed a very small

aaount of aanping in rock, typical of the emu~ of damping

that one encountexs in rock.

Xf you orant to kno:w how much that was, it ~ras

about 2 percent of critical damping.

9
'

)2

Xs that what. we call Q2

Soma people call it Q. X don'.

Could you define what Q is2

No, because X don't use the term.

Okay.

C~~ X suppleFiilt my last answer

Yes.

A —by noting for you that'is says on page 3:

f7

js

t9:

20

"The unit weight and dampin~,- ratio

for rock vore +wQcen to be 150 pounds per, cubic

foot, and 2 percent of critical damping, resp'ec-

tively."
Nr, Frazier, can you tel1 m how that relates to

02

23 T%. NORTON'bject. Xnsufficient foundation. X

have no objection to the question if there4s some oundation

25
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eb3 HBS ~ BONEBS: Proceed with foundation,

Mr~ PlaischaJcer.

BY MRo FLZXSCBMKR

~~. rra ier, do you utili=e the ter, g~

(lVitness Prazier) Yes.

Ho@ mould you define;3xat tenace

Tvpically X mould define th term h.-J writing a

mathematical expnassion. X can Pescr&~e perhap3 what the

Nord mcanal

IP X don't ~rant to force you to the imprecision of

the Hnglish language but...

13:

(Laughter. 3

Let me ask you a specific question.

Can you relate Q tn the ~Mo figures that Or. Seed

"gust gave us on page 3 of Joint Xnterv nors". Hxhibit Number

5&>'hat is, 3.50 pcf and 2 percent of critical dampingi

17:

18

The rule of thumb that X used to gc from percent

age damping which is given by Dr Seed to a se'iamic 0, X

have a x~e of thumb fo doing that.

At, very large dampings the rule of thum> breaks

2) dorm't very small amounts of damping the rule of thumb

holds pretty well.

g tlhat is that rule of thumb?

A That 9 is approximately one divided by

twice the percentage of critical damping, and the 2 percent,





eb4 using that rule of thumb, translates into a Q of 25

I would like you to do two Wings, Hr Prasier.

3 First of all can you define for us, in Hnglish, what Q is2

And secondly, — ':/ell, that's number one.

The word ~Q" stands for quality factor. The

term— The Q™~ The larger the Q, the greater the quality

7 of the material. Xt s a little backwards from attenuation+

Large Q's means Rat ~ as waves propagate in the media or the

material, not. much energy 's dissipated. That's what happens

10'or large Q's.

l2

~ 15

Small Q's -» small being a Q of 10 or 15 ™- means
I

that a fair amount of energy is dissipated as a wave propagate

in a material.

The way Q is used is that we have a wave of a

particular frequency. Now when X think of a wave of a

)6 particular frequency,. there's a lot of things that come to my

mind, and X wi13. attempt to descr~ what I mean by that.

js A wave of a particular frequency, I picture a

l9 'ave length~ I .picture if an observer watched the wave

20: that the wave would be beatin'g with a sinusoidal motion at

2),.;

22 I

a particular frequency.

How a wave of a particular frequency cU:ssipates

energyfas it moves in a direction it propagates and in

approximately — Ne ask if a wave travels one 'wave length how

mucE energy is dissipated and it is in that sense that we





use the word Q.

I

3

5 I(

sl

8

The definition oP. damping Wut Dr Seed used,

percentage of critical damping~ has a little di==ferent connota,.

ticn than Chat, but basically tow 9 is a measure of how much

energy is dissipated as the wave travels one wave leng&.

Eigh frequency >saves lass more energy per'ki3o-

neter traveled &an law frequency eaves.

Maybe X can attempt to put into context the 0

9 r

10"„,'2'5.
X have taken perhaps 2O, 25 references =.<here sie--

*

mologists have attempted to measure Q in the earth and have
E.

coma up with a rule of —an emrp3. ical rule for estimating

Q in a particular material. hand that mpirica3. rule would

pxovide a Q for the material at the Diablo Canyon site of

2C
;End NRB
Madelon

]4:

$ 5

f3.s.
~ I7

approximately 25.

So the Q of 25 seems like a reasone>le nanher to

use for me.

i9

20





flws 2c
MADELON

& mpbl
2

3

g X'm about, to do something X don'0 customarily doe

Xom about to hand you a piece of paper> and X don~~~ know

what, it means.

NR. FXZXSCHhKER: X scald iihe te have this
marts's

Join" Xntm",tenors'xhibit number 59.

8'.

{)Qrereupon< the document

eferred 4o'a's marked as

Xntervenora':8'xhibit, 59

fcr identjficat'on+)

HR PXBXSCHAEBRc Xe13. ~usC identify this for
the record while the panel is looking this

ove:.",'his

is a cover page from XI~cola Halik Co

John Hoch with the le"terhead URS John Ao BluQLQ and Associates

Rngineers~ re: PGGE SRP Biweek3.y Status Report, Number 13o

And at the bottom of the first page under the heading Site

Xnvestigation Task 3o1, the following is found:

17" "Preliminary results have been obtained

f8"

3S

20 ":

21"

for a reanalysis of the data set used to deter

'mine the value of Q in the upper 300 feei: of
the site Results indicate an increase:m She

~ value of Q ~m approximately 9 equal to 8.,

22'

-23''4'5

MR. NORJ.'OH a Excuse ma.

Could you read the entire
paragraph?'R.

PXd3XSCHAKERc "The amount, of wave

scatterring included in this value with respect





mpb2 total aCCanuaCioa is being look@a, at

2 A pmlMaazy malysis of all Mxe site inves-

Ciga ion Cata is berg comple~==8 in order Co

aid Westinghouse in choosing the a;osC repra-

sentative values of elastic ROQU2.i and Qampingo

BY NR~ PXiBXSCK~P.

Dro Prasior~,does this informahicn'n 4'
preliminary results of reanalysis chmge your c'os.usions that,

an appropriato g value for +ac siC0 should be'252

<0 iMo 8ORTOMc Ob)CC'~o

That is not the uvidanceo This 'j.s uot the

)3 '4'4R PXBXSCBPQKRe X'3.l withdraw he cyzes@ion

BY HRo PLBXSCHPZZPi

i6
[

0 Dr. Pra"ice< hem does this inro~tion —is
'hisinformation consis~t with youx'rior Cmtimony regard-

ing the 9 va3.ue approx9smCaly equal Co 252

A (Nitness Prasier) Nhen X looked at '25~ approx-

imately 25 sources of data~ X came up wit'h a rule oz Chumbo

And Chat rule oP. thumb gives me a g of about 25

X thi83c Chat ill paM cul@r C8968 .fhere on& gces

into the fieM —when X say this numbar of"25 Mould be

P3

24

25

appropriate for mg rule of Naumb fox'iablo Ca~yon X am

referring to Che measure of eave velocities that have been

testified on so far here today~ sheax'ave ve3.ocitieso
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mpb3 Hhen one goes out to the site and measures 9

then oae can deviate from my rule of ~Mumbo I':y plot +here

X plot all the data E have has a lot of scatter about iC.

Bu'h X'm o+ten ~~ a sxtuation where X have Co come up ~rich

a value of Q m usa, and so X usa my rule of "humb arith a

lot of scatter

Mov rhea oaes goes to a particular site aad

12

measures Q, oae could measure Q considerably different fxom

my xule of thumb. 8 is cer ninly v'thin the scatt'ex vhich

is the number quoted on this piece of papero

And let ms )ust point. ou" that a Q of 8 is a 3ot

more attenuation than a Q of 25 So @hen X say a Q of 35

X'm saying that.'s the number X get when X use Dx,. Seed's Mo

percent damping<

15

17

18

20

23

Xf PGaE aad their consultants viewed they could

support a Q of 8< ue vould have a lot more attenuation in the

rock and would get los lamer gxouad motions out of it.
because of more atteauati.on and for the purposes of Dr Seed's

analysis vhea he did iC< I th~4 he used a Q that would be

defendable prior to going intro the field Co measure Q.

A (Witness Blume) X thiuk, since our firm

apparently wrote this report and also @as xespoMible fox

the value of 8 Chat you are quoting, that X should reply also.

X see no inconsistency whatsoever with the 25

previously men~Honed~ which was generic in scope 'ud this
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mpb4 value is only in a progress zeporC You'l3. noCicn Che mMe

6 '.

of,this is a sCaCus report, and the value of Q thaC was

iniC9al3y obtained as 8 was so 3'nd so benoficgal Chat

we were mused because iC wou"d greasy a~~~ta:'the moron

of the whole sCxucCuxe and sysCa if ChaC were Cxueo

So it,'s being checked and xacheched, .'nd X

thief iC may coma up a liCCLe biC, but sCill be'zoll below

'12

Ox~ Pram'.er's sCaCemsnh abouC 25 ~'g a gene::ic

n~~ex X think is corxecC, and X Chink Wis 8 is 'pj very

tentaCkve nmrbex~ Evan Chough i 's exh=emely bengdEicia3. M
'he safeCy of the planCo iC should nC be c'onsidexed

finaB,~88 alt, 6 progx868 report ~

l4 ~ ~ A (Witness Fxasier) Pamambexc the smaXlex ~We

Q~ the more the aCCenuaM.on,

16 Mt ms ask.you someChing, Dr. Pxasioro

Your rule of thumb< Chen, essentially was 3.ook-

ing . from the kaow3.edge of the shear wave veloci.ties ChaC !
I

were uCili ed~ you axe going Co soma sort of coxxelaCion in

your own mind in picking the Ksazl value for Qo

21

22.

23

Mo, 9.C's uoC a correlatAon in my mind. XC's

an accumulation of all of the relevant data that. X could find

and ploCCod on a plot, and passing a curve Chxough Chose

numbers.

25 Regression anal.ysis2
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mpb5 Yeso

So you picked out a mean value that came out, on

your

Xt wasn't a mean.

, Q Okay I understand

This~ in other words< could fall within the

scatter of the data in your regression analysis~ this value2

YBS ~

Okay'0

12

13

17

How io what way wU,l Sais - let me ask Qro Seed,

siice he was the person who did the soil-structure interac.»

tion analysis.

Dr Seed, this lower value 9, according to

Dro Pracier~ indicates a higher a tanuation value in the

soils.
How will that affect your soil str'uctuze inter-

action analysis2

18 A {Witness Seel) Can I have the slide back on

19'he screen2 And may I+ before I answer your question, ex-

plain the purpose of the analysis, because I think 't. would

21 be'elpful to you to understand We purpose in fr'aming more

questions if you want to ask tham

23.'4
Sure+

%5Rlllc youo

(Slide )
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mpb6 The purpose of this study was not to develop

numbers for the design as the Diablo Canyon Plant IC was

to see if the assumption cf a rigid base ~ms indeed a good

20

22

assumption to he making for the design of Diablo Canyon

MRC guides pevnitted the assumption~ and it was

thought wise, to see if indeed that pamdssion that, was

granted hy the reg guide would be a rea onab3e one Co makeo

Other people had said that it is noC totally raasonable ta

put the base motion directly at We ba e as if th'e base is

gus shaken due m some motion beQag —some horisonta3. shak-

ing here and some vertical. sha3cing there. BuC in fact Cxe

waves approaching the planC came in in a horizontal direction.

23 fact@ Dr~ Txifunacg I think you ready had

25

28

28

29

suggested that analyses be made for horizontally propagating

waves as well as 45 degree inclined waves as we13. as vertic-

ally inclined waves. Se there have bean a number of sugges-

tions 'that might be made And this analysis was made to

explore the significance of Chose suggestions and see if
indeed those kind of studies needed to be made for'his plant.

20'2

any planto

Bo in fact the analysis could have been made fox
I
I

XC doesn'C real.ly matter that the properties

22

23

24

of this structure should ba Chose of Diablo Canyon~ The sama

issues szould be xe3.avant to any nuclear gower p3.ant„

As it turned out, we chose Co use the Diablo

Canyon structural properties in the calcu3.a&on because PGaF
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$

io coaceraed with Oiab3.o Caavon, Sc -'P. was reasoaable Co pv-" I

the propez68$ of those sCQCOQKeso = Lad 58 chose to use

the rocf: which uaderlies Meir smmctuze, aad va chose

coase~ative dampiaq values for the rock because 'it, dida'8

danke very much difference mix.!2>ar vz ceez vary ca'asezvat.ive

aot very coaserva4iveo But given a choice> "i4 pays to

choose a very coasexvative value, So the's why the tw'o

pexceat %as chose@ o

At: the time +We Q of 8 had woe baca much 'haLt'ed

about,, and so X chose a relatively lov d~piag for rock of

two percent,, »hich transZaees iato a g of 2S. Xn retrospect,

if ve had beea give@ 8 ve Rk.ghh have QG@d mor~ dampiag

the rock and ve would have got, s2.ightZv differaat,'esW~ts.

But all the results would be dif ament., aoC just oae seC of

No@ the purpose of this study, as X'said~ was

to comp%re the resu3M or the respoase of Mte plaRC for iaput,

at, the base directly, that, is the rigM base aaalysis. Pox

iaput coGLLag Qp its verticihlly propaga~~g sheer:z "Sad compressio

Haves and for iaput comiag ia as horizontally propagatiag

Rayleigh vaveso And the purpose of M:e study ~<as to compute

the respoase of the plaat for those three sets o'f 'hypothetical

coacLLtioas,

Xt,'s aors suggested @ad X would be the 2.as

persoa Co suggest, thaC the eave motioas coming iato a plaat;
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mpbS ~ consist entirely of Bay3.sigh waves propagating horiaontallyo

That is simply one extreme possibilityo I woutd be the

last .: person to suggest, that +Me waves coming into a plant

are shear waves coming in vertically and P wave+ coming in

vexhxcal,lyo That's another ez8 erne possMx3.xtyo

The waves coming into the base of this plant

wi11 consist of some shear waves coming vertically~ some

f0'A

shear waves coming in incl inedp more shear waves coming in

inclined< some Rays.eigh waves, some P waves co~ii'g up~ some

P waves coming in inclined> some Ray3,eigh waves cciming kn

horiaontallyi a whole mizhure of waves Ho on.s can specify

X don't thiak any seismologist can specify 'Ae actual mix«

ture of waves that comprise the motions reaching the ground

- surfaceo Aud so when we analyse things we are forced Co

analyse for some of the extremes and see +hat difference it
RRkss o

So we chose as extremes the possibility that

a1,1 of the Maves coming in would be Rayleigh waveso That'

. one extreme case> Ne also chose the other ex~erne case of

20

22

24

all the waves coming up from down below. That's another

extreme case. And, we aX,so —because the desi'as being

made for a rigid base —chose to add that as a third poss-

ibility into the analysis set that we were generating~

So the important thing that came from this
study was the comparative response of the structure< which
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mpb9 is Ma plant, for Chase three differeat kinds of base

ezcihatioa. And so c~'hat. wa d.'M was calcuM@e the respoasa

aC critical points< like 3.25~ 57, the top of Che structure,

the center of the base s3.ab, aad so oa, using @howe differeaC

ez ications for &is pad.=:.cular p3.m".., and put the result
6; all superimposed oa a graph ba show %he response spec'era.

r

For example.e< at, this par icular points 57o.

we computed the respoase at. 57 for a r9.g'd bas6 aaalysis—

which is what, ia fact. was done —fo" a Rayka~gh wave

axci"atioa aad for a vertically propagaCiag w~.ve ~citato.ono

And whet wa fouad was it. d9.r3a'4 really make much d9.ffereace

which of those aaalysas va made,

had We conclusion about, vAat 's summa"i"od oa

the report at page l3. ia ~ ollowiag wordage

)5

16'"

'0

"The good agre~mC ba~~wzsn
computed'espoases

ob4aiued by the three diffmei '

na@hods il3.us~a@ad ia the precluding p3;ot

sfould seem M iadicato Wag the efzec~~ of

soil-structure iateractioa are very small

for the case coasideredo"

The case coasidezed being che mocal 'of D,a

22

23
'4

.

2c

Diablo Canyon nuclear Power St"tioao

Xn fact< this coacl~~ iaa would seem

Co be even more appareut. if a comparison is
made beMeea the respoa e spectra for moCioas
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mpbl0 1

3''0

12

in the free field and motions developed at

noda'oint, 63 in the center of the base of

the foundation Such a comparison is shown

in Piguxe l3o In general~ the response at

the base of the structure is slightly lass

than the free field rasponseo particularly

in the high frequency range, And this- is
more true for Rayleigh wave excitation than

for vertically propagating wave excitation.

However, the difference is small, and it
would apparently be conservative to neglect

interaction effects all together and simply

subject the stxucture to the prescribed

controlled motion as if the base were rigid ~

That was the purpose fox which the study was

16

17

18

19

20.

'made and that was the result derived from the study. Xt was

on this basis, together with the fact that the Rag'ulatoxy

Agency will accept the rigid base analysis, that PQGE

elected to perform a rigid base analysis for this particular

planto

21 Dr. Seed, would you read the next paragraph,

please

Xes y

"The only exception to this condition

arises with respect to the developmsnt of
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'l0''ocking

at the base of Lhe s~"uc-ure. This ia

best illustrated by ccmpmison of the veWcal

motions developed at, the ends of .Me base sleds,

nodal poinhs 96 and 3.5, vi+W ".hose a~ the center

of Me base sly, nodal point 62. Sech a compari-

son is shcwxL in Figure 3.4 g T8here ~ t Ray be seen

that both the Rayleigh s;ave ezc'Cation mick the

simultaneous vertical 8 plea P ezcitaticn lead

to highex responses at one end of the Zoundaw.on

- slab Khan at, the othe end or. at Me miapoint.

The effect is considerably graa ez for the

Rayleigh eave analysis Wan for Kse S plus P

analysis. A xigid base analysis would give mo»

anions 9dentica3. 4.o ~&cae aC Chc midpouv o Thus

iC would appear ChaC a rigid baoe model voW~ d

fai3.'to sh'ow the incre~» ed rocking effaces""due 4o

17

18

the outer phase motions by the horisontaX1y 'or
k

veMically propagating eaves.

20

As I exp'.ained hefoza, ir. my opinion 4o repre

senC al3. the motions, al3. the eaves approaching ~~a oarticu- ~

21'ax st@'uctuxa entirely as Rayleigh eaves, which was done for

22K

Ra i

24

'he analysis< is an ~erne positiono And thereto e< vhi3.e

that. J:ind of analysis shoes mora roctcing Man ~ rigid base

slab shoes, X donC Jcnconsider the a meaningfaT.,represmxta

t,ion of what, goes on in the field because X 'aon'4 'consider

C
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an entire Rayleigh wave sys~ to be +De kind of motion

which wi3.1 excS.Ca the plant in the fieldo

Okay

Mould Was incre~sed roc2 ing ex ect due ta the

other phase motions, the hori"ontal md vertical propatating

waves, tand to increase as 9 went frcm 25 to 82

7 Mell~ the rocking mode increased a 1'it&e bit
8;;

20

as Q ~~ent from 25 to 8, but the response would also go down

as 9 went from 25 Co 8o So Chere would be two changes going

duomo Aud I doubt. Chat it would make an awful lot of differ

Have you done Chat computationP

Moo

Mow you'e )ust testified that you think that

26

27,

28

19

Mould you repeat the question, please2

Q That you view the site axcita+Aen as all
horizontally propagating Rayleigh waves as an extreme case,

A Absolutelyo

consideration of the case involving horizontal'Ly propagating

Rayleigh waves is an extreme case< correct'

!
A

How about to view Che sita as horisonmlly

22 propagating Love waves?

That. would also be an extreme mme

24'S
Q Has Cxat extreme case —hasn't the Applicant

taken credit, for a tau effect reduction assuming horizontally
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mpbl3> propagaCing Love vaves7

We3.1, Chere are various ways of calculating Che

Can ve have a yes or no ausver, and than explainP

The ansrza is I can't really mayo
' 1aov, what

I have dona.

You see~ eau effort seems at the present time

10

12:.

13
'"

1a'".,

M be sort of a generic description of a 'cechnkque fax ave-ag

ing accelerations across Pe base of a slab, And if I read

Dr. flume's testimony correctly, then his vay of applying

what is called the %au effect, is different frcm Profo
Newark'ay

of applying the Mu effect,. And I suspect both of Mam

are di ferent'rom my <say of applying a tau effect.

So you see my difficuMyin aaswcring your aues-

15 '. 4iono Profo Mammary's technique fox applying the'au effect,
t

is a calculation procedure assuming horisonMXly'"propagating

17,
'18'-'ove

'vavss

Shat's Che angle of incMenceP

I Whxh they'e horizontal Bu~ thit. doesno

20 mean that Profo Hewuark really believes that ~Me eaves

21. affecting the plants are indeed horizontally propigating

22 'ove vaveso
I

23" ..
I understand

25

A Hs simply spys that th~~s is G base 'averaging

effect,„and one way to get. at tha csun of this is Co compute
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tham in this ray.

0 But doesn4t the magnitude of 'hhe reductions for

which bo~W Me Appl9.cant and the Staff t-J e credit~ assume

a hori onta&y propagating Love maveV

Yes 03 nop a~id Uxen Gzplaino

X don't knox. You see, X analyzed tho plant

using my method of analysis.
C

When X judge Ma acceptabil' or sui";ability

of a plant Chen X do 't —X leo@ at it by Chs ray the p3.act

has been analyzed and vhetixer it mcem Cbe st~=.dards of analy~

sis that X mould use for it. X c hec.s Me ~wu;".educ:."..'.on

effect using my way of checking t u reduce on;affect, and

X found, it ia be consistent with tho,'~e used by Dr, Glume a~d

Dr HecemrJc< and so X ciiM't inquire in detail ~ X dMn't
I

perform in detail the kind of analysos +Mat they made

Xf you @ant me ho elaborate on that a'ittle
further X vouM be happy to do aoo

Hot cp~ite yet.
IXs this docuKont vhich r;as berm marked a=

Joint Xnterveaors~ number 58 Qges tnis cont,"iin my anal.ysis':

of Love eave, horizonCa13.y propagating Love saves and the

effect on—
Noe

Xf you read the last paragraph on the bottom of

page 13> you'33. see very clearly %ha sMCeram'".".
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mph'.5 > "Thus the cor~putaticao ..roulcl seem

to provide an adequate basis for ev~~ua,-

ing fo~&datiDF structlNG int6Xi~CQ.OJd effSet&

for all forms of seismic e"-citat9.on othor

thau Reve @aves, This 3.att~~- aspect of

respond a must. aecessariWy be evaluated on

other bases Mac those utilized. ia tais re-

pozto

Is there a doc~< 'h in evidFnce - either in

Your tesvwmony or m the PSAR -- ~~shish can;,air~ 'you eaxa3,„"'is

of the Love eave effects on this stzuctiu:e2

goy there is not„>Jg +pe rer~sGR there "s sot

i3 is X Liclcl t cQBsiQsr iQ QK>MlinUful Co ~ze GG analysis of

";4 We'ffects -of ~+ve waves on V~is s"~nxcCv"..

MRS, BQMZRBc Z~m going to interrupt this a

":6

(Discussiou off We record.)

MRo PLEXSCHAÃZRs Can wa Cake a break< an

afternoon break2

2P MRSo EQHBRSc ~ ve ho3.d tta br -Uc do>in to

five minutes2 This vil1 he our +baird tl'.is aAaxiiooao

22 (Recess )

MRS o EONZRS 4 Axe 'He ready to pro ceeclP

25

MR PIZXSCMKBR: Yes< Ha'amo

{Pause.)
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MRS. BQNERS> Are you xeady, a>Leo PleischakerP

MR» PIBISCHiQKRs Yes» I'm )ust looJdug fox'y
place in my notes here»

BY MR. PXBXSCKh:KRs

Dr Blume, turning to page 6496 of yesterday'

transcxipt—

10

(Hitness Blume) Was that 64962

That is corrects sir»

I have it nov ~

Okay»

At the top of the page you are discussing

12"

'l7

the other reserve values and safety factors and maxgins

that you mentioned on Saturday. And I'm 3.ooking fox i:hat

in your testimony

I believe at page 25 of youx testimony> the

written testimony» Axe these the xeserve margin~ and

safety factors to which you vere in reference in'your con-

18 'lusion here2

20

MR. MORPOMc Object

That misst'ates the tas+~ny. The sentence on

22

23

24

6496 says, and I quotec

"That is merely the point at which all
the many other resexve values and safety factors

and margins that I mentioned Satux'day and have

in the written testimony and elsewhere sext +m





come into playg

3

BY MR> PXBXSCE~FiRs
I

We3.1> aze those the uazacognised safety margins

6"

7.

10

aueag the-
MPBo BORERSs 4'ait a minute, x".ow. Ne have an.

objection, and you'ze follying the same unacceptable pro-

cedure o

Havtag read the entize senten e —well, I4r,

Pleischa2cer< do you want to respond to the objects;oa2

MR. PMXSCKQKRs Hhat's the basis 'foz the

objection'P Hzo Morton read the sentence and X~m not sure

HR NORPONs The question wa. ~t "are Cxe

24'nes in your written testimoa~g the ones" —he posed the
t

question, he gush said the margins Chat he mentioned Saturday

27

were in the written testimony~ and then he quSt, @ad thea

he said, 'Am these the ones, are these the reserve m~gins"o

HR ~XSCHAEERs X withdraw the question, This

is confusing

BY HRo PXBXSCH&3KRs

testimonyo

Let s turn to page ~5 of ~'our Cas'Mnoay uzi ten '

Dr Blume, there ia the middle of the page at

line l6 you have the title Unrecognized Safety l4azgins.

Nhy do you call these unrecognized safety factors~

or safety margias2
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mpbl8 1 (Witness Blume) X used that term because these

7'tems

and others that X have not listed here are not given

credit in the design and in the checking and in the analysis

of structuresi By "not given credit'" i mew that there is
excess safety margin Chat is not recognized

So X have made a practice of CryMg to find out

why is it Chat over the years we have these various earth-

'quakes that accord~~ g to our coda procedures shouM knock

everything down„ and they don'10'o being of very curious nature, X'va bean

12

'ing to find out why, to raconci3.a things. You can have

enormous accelerations and ground motions and sti'll structur

13 'fvery, very poor auality are not all falling dov'a by any

14.'eans
Wel.l, do you mean that they'e no't given

17.:

20.

credit? Does that mean that a stress level for 'a material

is established which does not recognize these factors2

A That's one of many, yes. That's one of manyo

I mean that the'real value of Wa stmctures is
much greater than the codes and the design procedures and

21,; the review procedures recognizeo

22 Yu stated that stress couples ws 6 set which

23.

24 ~

25',

did not, properly recognize some of @he matters you'e men-

tioned here.

What other matters —in what ether'™atters 's
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mpbl9'I orediC uoC given'P

Nel3., I think who best ray Co reply to thah

vouM be fm turn Co page 26, the next page of hhe wriCCsn

tesCimony y X ~~~ Be
I

Xtse no hy thc vayo xs ths typncal vay an whaM~

MR. NORTOHs Hzccse ma< Dro M,~was~. for iuternzpC

7-'l3

I4

f7

Mrse Boxers, the answer to the 'qc:marion is Chere

9JR Che C849JRonye liQd We net qlQSsP>ioxh sholQiK b5 Ax'6 thor@
I

any addihional ones

MRSe BQNERSt chaos ides fied in ~e '~timony
L&e Pleischeter~ vhaC bc4s done Foe are supposod Co 3ook aC

page 25, and thea of comme Dr~ BXums said iC "coriCinuas on by

idenCifying them

Mav can'C you get. Co the qaesCion behind this
MsnC9.H,ca~&onP Ãe don', cvanC him Co read into She record

again vhaC's already in the diracC Cashiueny,

MR PLEXSCKQCBRs Thah's noC ~rhat, X'askedo

MRS EQSEBSS Nelly hnt he weald have han to clo

20 thats

NRo PXBISCKQG"Ra ThaC's noh chat, .X aske@o

23

24;

He indicated Co ma that ~Ma +ay thaC'Chesa

factors affsc"'esign levels is thn'h in fact the''ovals, the
4

stsess levels that ate sst for the eai:azials'in the facility
'are in fact higher Chan Chose CxaC axe adopt 'd fonr'na3.ysis
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6!Ild 7.
HhDELON
NRBMOM 8' les

9'f

the faci3,i'nd I asked him if ~Wars vers other specific

ways ilL which the criteria for the reanaLysis axe affected

by these factors> A through whaCevero

LGKo BONBRS! Nekl~ aI.d theIL he stm~ out to

go through the direct CesCiumny~

HRo PX~XSCKQRRs Nekl 3.ei me reout, the gues:

MOILe

10'.

13'9

20

22

23
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BY HR PLEXSCHA1~~'R:

Q Are there any, other ways in which the cx'iteria

are a faohe8, orhar shan She leve1s or sirens are highs shan I

those which axe specified for design of the facili y?

A (Nitness Blume) Yes, the e are many other ways

in which the criteria do not recogni"e fully the value of

the structuxes and/or overest"ma e the demand of the

structux'es.

10

What are those other ways'

again have to go to the written testimony,

12

74

17

.19

20

then X can add to it, if you sant. Xtem B on Page 26 has

to do with the actual mhterial strengths.

Xn the case df Diablo Canyon, it was finally

steel instead of the specified values.

days old ox'0 days old as of the time of testing the

allowed that we would use the test. values of the concx'ete,

for example, and the structural steel and the reinforcing

sti13. think it's conservative, because the corcrete gains

strength with age. And the structure, instead of being 28

cylinders, is now six, eight or ten years old depending upon

what paxt of the structure you'e loo):ing at. And depending

upon the type of cement, the rate of strength increase is
24

l
l25'ery dramatic in some cases. And it is definite in all cases

that concrete at the age of six, eight or ten years is far
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2

stronger than it was in a similar condition wheh it was

tested at the age of a few days. That has been disa11owed

i« th3.s reanalysis

%@other item is Xylem C on Pare 27.

Let me ask you about Xt-~m B.

Okay.

Do you know whether it's the case. in nuclear

power plant design that it's customarily the practice of the

MRC to specify nominal strengths as opposed co material

strengths in an analysis of i.he design? Eam2.«al rather than

actual?

The usual practice is when the plant is designed

)6

17

f8=

19

20

it gets a license to operate and it goes ahead and operates,

so there is no time to worry about the difference between

the sp cified and Me actual. But this is a case where we

have been Delayed for so many years that the situation is a

little different.

Let me re-ask the question:

Do you know whethe» it is usually die. practic
of the HRC to require that nominal strengths ' opposed to

actual strengths he utilized in—
T. couldn't answer for 'ÃRC, «o.

A3.1 right. Pine.

Have vou considered, in terms of determining the
h

—have you considered the effects of the salt water —that
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agb3 salt water in the air might have on &e concrete of
the'tructure'?

Yes.

5

Xn what manner have you considered that?

ilail in my, whole practice of design for decades,

X've considered the effect of salt water on concrete, and

there are speci.al cements that are used and special mixes

that adequately take care of the problem.

10

12

Was such a mixture used for Diablci Canyon?

Yes.

Xs that specifically reported i.n .&e PSAR, in

any of the papers in the PSAR?

X wouldn't know for sure. X would imagine that

somewhere in the documents there must be the concrete

requirements, but X wouldn't lcnow personally where they are.

Q Dr. Blume, at the bottom of the parag aph B

9.000

18
'I

19
I

20

21'2'

I
I

24

25')

on Page 27, the last sentence says:

"Th9.s age gai.n has not been allowed

in the re-evaluation, and yet it i.s there in the

plant concrate; the gain could be in the range

of 20 to 60 percent."

How did you calculate that value?

The value was obtained by looking at data on

the strength gain of concrete having different types of
t

cement, and how the gain changes with years of time.
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And X made an estimate of the range, "in my

opinion, that I thought would apply to the Diablo Canyon

situation, based upon these test data.

0 Are &ose computations conta"'ned in D-LL 6

which is entitled, "Material Strength Repoztscn the Strength

of Steel and Concrete?"

I think there may be some curves i.'n there that

would be applicable. X may have a,copy here, I'l look.

Yes, I have a copy of D-LL 6. And on Page—

well it's actually a figure number, Figure 6-A in that,

report D-LL ll. There is a plot of the —D-: L 6, pardon

me —there's a plot of the age gain on diffe'-ant concrete

mixes having different types of cement.

NR. MORTON: Nhich table was that again, Dr.

Blume?

'RXTNESS BLUME: Xt's labeled Pigure 6-A in
report, D-LX 6.

NR. NORTON: I have a Table 6-A, but X don'

find the figure —.- oh, I was looking at the appendix.

NR. PLEISCHAEER: I found it.
PINESS BLUMB: Is there a pending question?

i~1R. PXZISCHAZER: No, no question.

HYTViESS BL&K: These tests vere by the United

States Bureau .of Reclamat9.cn.

BY KRo PLEXSCHAZER:
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1
agb5 arith respect to Number C, or little "c," the

1?

'8;

matter that is specified as "c" on Page 27, cee ve predict

with certainty which of the components in an accelerometer

u'll experience the higher hori ontal acceler~tionP

A No p and I don ' think we have to for this

purpose, because the practice has been -- in =ss6ssing what

has been measured and what might be projected from actual

measurements of ground motion o what might happen in the

future, the prevailing practice among many investigatoxs

has been to only consider the major component no matter what

orientation it might have.

And having .the majox'omponent; the designer

is asked to assume that that vill be the same component in
the normal or 90 degree dix'ection.

9 So the reason for that particular specification

relates to the uncertainty as to which of the components

vill be the highex'omponents

No, I think it relates more to the conservatism

in the overall system, because it ~ould be just as useful

to use both component and average o'r to use sr;.na other

procedure that would be mox'e reasonable.

MR. NORTON: Mxs. Bowers, 'm goiif to take

this opportunity, X gu ss, .foz my daily lament.

X don't mind going noplace rapidly or someplace
4

slowly, but to take fozever to go to noplace is frankly not
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agb6 the way to license a nuclear power plant. And X think this

Board has some obligation to move these pro. eedings along.

Ne've had this panel on the stand ncw for almos-

two full days. There hasn'een any cross-'xamination

about what i>ir. BIume has done in terms of tho design spectrum

for this plant, the response spectrum for this plant and

that's what this panel is all about.

Re can sit here and nit-pick about these little
p9.'eces of extra conservatism which are nice, that's "ine,

but what we'e really concerned about 's whether Diablo

Canyon can withstand the Hosgri postulated event. Ar.d X

don't see why we can't get on to tho subject.

X guess that's an objection.

MRS. BOWERS: Do you want to respond to that,

Nr. PLeischaker2

18

MR. FM>XSCHKCER: No.

MRS. BOHERS: Hr. Tourtellotte2

NR. VOURYELXOTTE: X guess there's no formal

23

objection.

MRS. BOWERS: Hell he ended up by saying it was

an objection.

HR. TOOPTELLOZTB: Nell X'm sb.t'ai'ig here mysel"

wondering if we'e not going down another very long blind

alley. X recall back when the proceedings began and the
t

geologists were on the stand and we had rather Lengthy



0
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agb7 cross-examination eliciting information about all of the

'10

12

13

17

18

19

faults that existed in California and surrounding herritorie

and yet nothing ever came of that.

NR. PEZXSCHAK-"R: It wi'1 in the findings.

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: And I see for soma period of

time before noon and after noon we'e be n cross-examining

Dr. Seed on his report, and the only thing that we came up

with —which X didn'0 really think was what the Intervenor

was interested in proving —was that Dr. Seed's approach

was more conservative, with his 9 of 25 than what the 9

really is.
Moreover, the pu~se of his anal--sis was cnly

to confirm whether or not the Staff was correct in their

approach, also a matter I didn't think that the Intervenor

particularly wanted to prove.

X'm gust wondering why it is I'm sitting here

listening to all of this cross-examination to prove up the

Applicant's and the Staff's case. Xf, indeed, Mr. Fleischake

agrees with us, it seems like we ought to dismiss and go

home.

MRS. BOWERS: Do you want to respond, Mr.

Pleischaker?

NR. PLEISCHAKER: I didn't know it was time for
final arguments. I assume it is not, so X really don't have

a response to that.
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agb8 NRS. BOlP'RS: Mell i~!r. Pleischaker, X mentioned

to my scientists on the Board, X ecall 30 years ago

there was an orientation course, the first fe!s days of law

school, and practicing lawyexs were brought in to try to

give us an overall view of the trouble we wexe in for..
But X recall the one practicing lawyer who

was ccnsidered probably the best in that area emphasizing

again and again: The worst thing you can do to'yourself as

counsel is to cross-examine competent experts, that you'l
do nothing but build'up the enemy's case.

13

34

lc!e've been permitting you to go down through

the cross-ex~~ ination, thinking that you would come to a

cxusher that would gust destroy this panel. And, of course,
iit hasn''appened. Xt.'s been a reiteration of what the

c',

l.7

20

d9;rect testimony has been and x'epetition.

So unless you can show us where you'e going,

it's gust filling the record with repetitive eitimony.

NR. PLRXSCERRSR: NE11, you Know, we have very

d9;fferent ideas about what one can do w9.th a panel of

experts, particularly when you don't have you.-. own panel of

experts, Nrs. Bowers.

I

23

And while X appreciate the instxuction as to how

to conduct my case, the fact is that I,conduct it the best.

way I can o

I have a very different view of the record than
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agb9 apparently the Cha9.rperson does. And X'm quite frankly

pleased with the 9.nfoxmation X've b en able to elicit for

the recoxd. And while it is not time fo 9,nal argument

r9.ght now, X th9nk when we submit our proposed find:ngs of

fact and conclus9.ons of law, the p9.eces to the puzzle will

$ 0

j2

1.7.

f8

19

20

2).

come together.

NRS. BOWERS: Well, but you haven't been totally

responsive. Xn continuing with your cross-ezamination—

NR. PLEXSCHAKHR: Bocause you can't get experts

to admit —X have a view of cross-e..amination with respect

to experts. And It's my view that this is not a Perry Mason

trial where all of .a sudden X'm going to leap at them with

a crusher, and they'e go9.ng to say Hey you'e right, you

know, we'xe wrong. Rather, all X can do is e .icit piece-by-

piece little admissions that ass9.st me in building my case.

And X th9nk that over the course of the last

three weeks, X've elicited those kind of admissions. And

when X put together my findings of facts and conclusions of

law, X think that'l be evident.

MRS. BOWERS: Well 9.t may be, one way to try to

r'esolve this is, when you are starting on a new line of

8.
24

quest9.oning, that we have a bench conference und we find out

just exactly where you th'nk you'e going to go.

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: X would object to that manner

of proceeding. X don'0 see why I have to tell.. counse1 for
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agb~,l0 hhe Staff and the Applicant as to ~srhere X'm going.

going?

MRS. BONKERS: Nell, but +here have you been

!4R. PLPXSCHAKZR: Nell, X'ould raiser wait

until my innings of facts, proposed findings of fac s,

be ore X ou line everyvIhez X 'think X've been going.

end2D

13

17

19

20

22

23





2e ebl MRSo BGbEBS: Hell, but those will follow the

conclusion of this proceeding and in the meantime, we'e in a

situation that has been described by both Mr~ Norton and

Mr. Tourtellotte of— They dial't use the word, X'll use

the woad —massaging and massaging and massaging this same

kind of information ovex and over again.

MR. PLEXSWIAKBR:. Kr. Tourtellotte will interpxet

the data and the record as is most beneficial to the Staff
and he's gust done thato "" is hardly in Mr. Tourtellotte's

interest to say to this Board, "Gee, Mr. Pleischaker has been

killing us and so we really don't want him to go forward any

12 more "

Nor is it in Mr. Norton's interest to say, "Gee„

Mr. Pleischaker has got some devastating opinions." Rather,

$ 5' would fully expect both of them as good lawyers to minimize

16 the significance of any information that may have come from

17. this panel or from any other panel. That's their job, is to

try to put any facts or opinions that we obtain fxom the

panel in a light. which is most beneficial to their c1ient.

X have a diffex nt view of the information that X

hav elicited from this panel as well as the two prior panels

22 and without being— X thinker a lob of the problen has to dc

cl" 23 with the complexity of the technical nature of Hate matters

24

r'5
in which we'e involved~ Xt isn't easy to add it all up.

But X believe confidently that if you had been studying this
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10

for two or three ox four months, as X have, you might have

a d'ffexent v3.ew of the cross-examination of the past thzee

weeks.

KS. BOLKRS: Pell, please dar ot. misunderstand

the Board's position. Ne s;e3.cow and encou age proper czoss-

examination, but we do have a problem when we can't see ahead

as to why elongited cross-ex~avXnation will be in the best

interests of the xecord.

He have a responsibility for the record in this
case, and we have a responsibility to all parties. And we

want the proceeding to go forward in a way that we will have

a good record and that the testimony will be m aningful.

So e»

f8'9

20

22*.

blR. FLEXSCEUQKP.". Xat rm suggest hhis, This is,
not an easy casey it's a very hard ease. And i- turns really
on the intxicacies of structural engineexing, not the major

'oints, the very~ very fine points of structural engineeringo

And when one begins to cross-examine on those

matters, it isn'0 apparent —and X'm sorzy that's the case,

but it isn't apparent often what we'e getting ato But X

believe that, if the Board xead very —from my poinC of view,

if the Board read very carefully the comments that...~ye have

submitted on behalf of the ACPB consultants, they might see

24".

25'

what, we aze t~g to extract from the various panels, this
panel'n particular. '
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eb3

'l0

?iRS. BOWERS'ell, we have before us an objection.

And Co translate that objection, X think Mr. Norton is not

saying that crass-examination is not propert He is just

saying that so far he has had a p=oblem and a mxstration

with the cross-»examination of this panel as well as other

panels.

We have ~cried to explain that the Board has similar

feelings. And so the objection is sustained in the sense that

we think we could be moving out more rapidly and we could be

getting to the point

13

So do you want to proceed, Mr. F lischaker?

MR. PLEXS(2GQKR: Okay.

BY MR~ FLBXSCHJQKRc

Dr. Blume, let's turn for more useful cross-

f5 examination to Figures 20 and 2l of your testimony.

l7

18

(Witness Blume) X have Figure 20 in front of meo

Okay~

Now you'e got a line there that represents

19 conc-ete cracks~ Is that line drawn with respect to the

actu'al stress, levelsof stress that have been stipulated for

Diablo Canyon?

No, that line labeled "concrete cracks" was drawn

by the authors of this test report, and it refers to the

strain at which the concrete test. specimens first showed

signs of cracking under test procedures.
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As you can see, the strain is approximately .02

percent+

0 In your testimony I understood you to say that
the line that s drcRMn between the data points there was not

drawn by you but by the author of the study.

A The sloping line was draw> by the authors of the

test report. The horizontal. line at 7 percent was drawn by

9 Eave you verified the slope of that line through

any work that you'e done2

Nell„ I would say what they'e done is to use two

]3

points to draw a straight line. How whether the actual points

would vary up or den'rom * straight 1 ne I cculdn'. di ectly
verify, except to say that in general, my experience has been

that it wouldn t be far from a straight line.
The m~n thing is that we can leave the Line off

17

18

j9

altogether and gust look at the data points which are shovrn

by the little symbols Were. They are what really count in
this figure

20

21

Shy- is that,2

A Nell, the symbols are actual tast r suits of a t

very costly and carefully conducted tests done oy the Portland

Cement Association under controlled conditions, and they

are real test data, very

carefully done.

hard to. get, and the. ".<ork has been





eb5 And the symbols — As you can see in the upper

part of the picture, we have symools which represent the

different types of wall specimens which, by the way< are

shown on prior slides or figures. And the points are plotted

exactly where the damping values wexe m=asu-ed„- at what

6 'train the damping values were measured.

7 'inent information.

This is vory .per-

Do you have an opinion as to how the strain

10

increase —how damping increases as the strain —the level

of strain, for exampl , in the conc ete containment increases?

l3

Xn the containment, or in these t sts?

Xn the containment.

How does strain inc ease in the containment2

No, how the damping — Nbat's the =elationship—

Nhat's the functional relationship between the level of

damping and strain?

t7 That is shown here in this diagram.

Okay.

And I feel that since these tests were made on

20 shear walls ao shawm En the prior figures, and since the

()

'122

walls of the containment structure are also functioning as

shear walls, that we have here excellent model.:- of how the

damping-strain relationship would operate in <~ e conta::.nmen"

and in the other wall structures of the planto

So it is your opinion then that damping would
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eb6 increase linearly as the strain increases2 Xs that correct?

Yes, X thin'hat would be a good assumption.

Have you done tests Chat Qemonstra s that that'

X have done Cast work many years ago Chat shows

that stress and strain hend to go up about in this way. As

far as damping is concexned, there are very few damping tests

of this natuxe. That is why we made a seazch and found the

ones we have.

fO

33

20

Q Prom the vork that you'ave done c. n you preclude

a relationship between incxeasing strain in the shell, the.

containment shell a" Diablo Canyon and damping ';rhich

essentially —by which the damping ~rould increase very little
until you came close to 'che yield point2

A Xf you'e'eferring to a susen, abrupt change

in damping gust at the yield point, X couldn't agree with that,

no. X would say the amount of cracking —and this 'is in-

finitesima3. cracking that you can hardly see with your eye--

is a function of strain, and that in Curn is a function of

moxe friction, and that in tuxn brings on more damping.

Nell, 1et's talk specifically with respect Co the

22- concrete containment at Diablo Canyon.

All right.

24

Qi

.g This line hexa on Figure 20 shows a lineax .

relationship between strain and damping. Can you preclude that
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eb7 instead of having a linear relationship «hat exists at Diablo

Canyon is that the line essentially is flat as it moves right

along the horizontal a:Zs and then curves upward rather

quick3.y as you reach the yield point out here where steel

yields?

No, I couldn'. agree with that hypothesis on the

basis that, again using Hooke4s law which we talked about

8 several Mmes, that stress and strain are proportional and

9 that if you'e applying loadings to the structuze in any way,

30 the strain is bound to increase, and if the strain increases,

the damping should increase.

l2" There are other references than merely this

particular curve that would show that.

What are those?

I think we have one in another report. Let me

find the number.

l7 (Pause.)

18

f9

I'm looking at a figure that I'm no" sure is in

the record. Zt indicates another series of tests in free

20 vibration of concxete structures where the damping increases

along with the peak acceleration. It is not e:cactly a stxaight

line but it certainly isn t lagging fax behind a straight line,

23 What is this refex'ence you'e referring to? Is

this in youx testimony or in the FSAR anywhere?

25 I think this is— Hell, it's labeled Figure 50 A
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9
3

But X'm not, sure LL-50 vas ev z turned in. The t'tie of this

little document was 'The Effect of Pr'ior Loading of Reinforced

Concrete on Xts Damping Value. ~ Xt was Gone in reply to some

questions by ~MRS members.

These teats, by the vay, vere conducted at the

7.'

University of California, Berkeley, on the shaking table, and

then finally'hey vere pulled and released with cables or

vires.

You submitted this to the
ACRS2'og

pardon'P

You submitted this to the ACRSP

I'm not sure whether it vas tumed in or not, I
13 recall talking about. it at some of the meetings. I'd have

to turn to my client to know whether "r not it is part of the

record o

HR. NORTON: Mo, it is not.

17

18

21

E.-.cuse me. X'm going to take this opportunity

to change my instructions to my witnesses. Up to this point

in time X have asked ther., at. any time a question is asked,

to expand upon the answer so the Board will undarstand the

questions. But. I think the tina or education in this area

is reaching an end, and X would suggest to my witnesses that

you answer the questions as conc'sely as you can

If it's a Yes or No answer, answer Yes or Ho.

And if the Board wishes further explanation, they can ask us
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eb9 for further explanation or we can bring it out on redirect if
we feei it's necessary.

But instead of giving these full e..cplanations when

the question "an be an+re ed es or Ho, X suggest we answer

them Yes or Ho.

BX HRo PLEXSCEhXER

10

Or. Blume, what's ~We title of that document?

(Nitness Blam) X d"dn't hear the Question.

Nhat's the title of that docum nt?

The title? "The Effect of Prior Loading of
Re"'nforced Concrete on Xts D~ping VAlue."

)2 ~ And what is the conclusion that is in that docu-

ment?

The conclusion is .chat the containment shell, afte

its pressure testingt will have a damping of 7 percent or

more even at ground accelerations well below .75g. All
concrete structures will have sonm pre-earthquake cracks from

shrinkage and abrupt changes in section or alignment even

without severe loading and thus will be expected to have

'greater initial damping than smaller models or laboratozy-

tested elements.

25 .
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MR. PLEXSCHAMR: I'd like to have th'at aport

marked as a Joint Xntervenors':h".it.t.

MR. NORTON: You have to have it irst.
MR. PLEXSCHAMR: NZ11 he's reading frcm it here.

I'd 3.ike to have the whole report into the record in as

much as he's reading from it.
~2R. NORTOH: Dr. Blume, may I see a copy of the

report g please2

(Document handed "o Vr. Norton)

&JR. NORTON: Dr. 3lume, this says "Draft" on it,

22

23.'24

25''

26

and it has some initials and so. on. Zs this Jxe final repor<.

or is this ~ust your draft ™opy or what2

WITNESS BLVME: That's my draft copy. Xt's

the latest copy I have.

MR NORTON: All right.
Ne'll make a copy of this available to

28

Xntervenors.

MR. PLEXSC&UQ;R: Nhen that comes back, we can

29

20,

mark that as Joint Xntervenors'xhibit Numbe= 60.

{{eeraupan, Cke document

22

23 I.
I

24
I

P„5,

previously referred t
as Joint

Xntervenors'xhibit

60 was marke

for identification.)
MR. PLEISCHAEHR: My records at this point
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agb2

5

10

12

16

17

18

20(
l

21

22;
I

23/

do not reflect whether the exhibits that were previously

marked today, X believe 58 and 59—
MRS. BOWERS: 56, 57 is'what my notes show.

MR. PLEXSCHAZZR: 56, 57, SQ and 59 and 60.

X'd like to move all of those into evidence at this time.

We can identify Number 60 more completely fox the xecord

and make copies available.

MRS. BOWERS: Nr. Tourtellotte?

ÃR. TOURTELLOTTE: Can X see 60, may XV

MR. PLEXSCHAK"R: Nobody's seen 60.

h1R. TQQRTELLOTTE: He're moving something into

the xecord that we haven't seen?''m not 'going to go along

with that. Zt may be terribly imprudent of me, as a

practicing counsel, but X gen. rally don'0 agree to have

things admitted into the record X haven't seen.

NR. NORTON: Picky, picky, picky.

MRS. BO>JARS: He'l, why don't you go ahead with

56 through 59, Nr. F3.eischaker, and then tomorrow X assume

we'l all have copies of 60.

MR. FLEXSCKQCER: Okay, X'll move 56 through 59

into evidence.

MRS. BOWERS: Nr. Tourtellotte'P

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: No object9.on to them.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. NortonP

HR. NORTON: No objection.
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agb3 MRS. BOWERS: Nell Joint Xntervenors Exhibits

56 through 59 are 'admitted into evidence.

(Whereupon, the. documents

previous 3,y;narked as

Zoint Zntervenors Exhibits

51R. MORTON:

56 through 5g ware re-

ceived in evidence.)
.* ~ i'..

Are we tat ing a break or whac's

happening here, Hats. Bo;terse

MRS. BO~iKRS: fir. Pleischalser was getting ready

for his next question. And X was explaining to ~~fr. Bloom

that X've saved-him from a big bee.

5$

f5

NR. PLHXSCHAKZR: X have no fuxther questions.

MRS. BOWERS: The Staffs

NR. TOURTZLLOTTE: I have one or Cwo.

BY HRo TOURTE~XOTTE:

f8

Q Dr. Blume, we we e talking about various response

spectra and shear wave velocities and so forth earlier today.

20

2'f

22

Xsn't it true that the HRC spectr~ w'a's used

except in those cases where your spectra was more conserva4ivy

and therefore controlling?

A (@itness Blume) Yes, that is true, Xf you'e

referring to what we have called the Mewinark spectra as Che

MRC'spectra, that is true. Xn most cases, the Newman

spectra controlled oyer ours.
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agb4 And Dr. Seed, our d:scu sion abou" your repo"t

4

10'n

the SSX, am X correct in my assessment that you actually

did this analysis primarily to confirm vrhether or not the

NRC approach was a good approach'

(Hitness Seed) There were two purposes. One was

to confirm that the HRC analysis or assumption of a rigid
base or allowance of a rigid base was, indeed, a good

approach.

And the second purpose was to Bind out if, in

fact, horizontally propagating waves would cause a signifi-

12

13

14

cantly different response of the structure than the customari y

assumed vertically propagating waves.

And in your opinion, were those two purposes

achieved'P

16

17

19

20

2h,
~ L

22'3,

24 .

)

25

'es,
they were.

There was some discussion about the crack. And

although X take it that you don't use the term "crack," you

don't have any particular disagreem nt with Dr. Pxazier's

assessment of the crack at 25'?

A That's right.
Q And in Joint Xntervenors'xhibit Nuraher 59,

was indicated that that crack was eight, according to cer ain

field studies. That would mal:e your approach more conservati e

by its nature than what these field studies revealed, would

it. not?
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2

3

X think it would probably lower ~we response,

the computed response fo the 8 and p and Ray3.eigh wave

analyses, without having much effect on the rigid base

analysis and therefore it would tend to change the values

in that respect, and show the rigid base in a little more

favorable light than the report already does.

0 So would you describe hat as being more con-

$ 0

servative, then?

A Yes.

And Dr. Blume, there was a discussion of

Piguxe 20 in your testimony regarding the damping smain

33

relationships. X'm not certain whe&er Z recall exactly

your testimony of a couple of days ago or noh as bearing

on this point.

But is it true that only local yielding is

IB

20

required to get the kind ox damping described in Pigure 20?

A (N9.tness Blume) .es, that is correct.

P'gure 20 is the -esult. of a test series that

eliminated radiation damping back 'nto the ground, so this

is all in the concrete. These are shear walls, so they

would have stress across their plane.

Now my remark the other day appl'ed, in
'articular,to what. we call moment frames. That is, frames

lthat bend, and the stresses are higher only at the points.

And tests have shown that having s ress high
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1

agb6 only at the joints 'is all that is necessary to develop

damping i.. that type of structure. "n other words, you

did not have to test he entire structure at high stress in

order to get these damping values.

There was-also some discussion about what you

call unrecognized safety margins.

Yes.

-« appearing on Page 25 of your testimony.

10

Can you enumerate and perhaps discuss any

other major conservatisms which exist relative to the opera-

tion of a nuclear plant insofar as the structural end of it
is concerned?

14

, 17

Yes, I could. Xt might be a rather long list,
but I'e listed several in the written testimony which I
won't repeat.

And X might use, as a checkpoint, a document

that I know is in file, that's LL 26, and the eppendi- to

19

'20

that, Appendix 26A is simply a paper I gave, an invited papex

X gave at the Sixth Norld Conference in India last year,

and I was instructed to be provacative and I think I was.

23

I listed various items of both demand and capacity that I
considered were very, very conservative and rot fully
recognized by the profession.

25 that sense.

kfcw X should explain demand and capacity in
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agb7
2 ~

3

By demand, I mean the cal upon the structure to

resist something. Xn Mi case, 't wou3.d be ground motion,

in other cases it might be mind or it might be floor loading.

That's what I call demand. And the capacity is simply the

capacity or the value of "he structure in resisting those

demands.

X wil3. gust quickly look over this and see the

ones that I haven't mentioned already, if you'l give me

a second here.

The yie3d point and the ultimate stress level of

12

13

16

17

'18

19

20

21

23.

24

materials are usually much greater than allowed for in norma3.

specifications. So when we'e ta3k'ng yield point. 'n a

normal structure, it is usually far greater than specified

or
allowed'nother

factor is that in'any st~ctures, the

materials actually provide and excoed tne minimum specifica-

tions indicated by the design calculations.

The reason for this is usually that the designer

is seeking duplication, for example,. a standard wall thictne

or a standard beam depth or some other s"anda"d, because the

cost goes do~m with standardi ation. The result is, he

provides more materia3.. Th"s is usually unrecognised.

Ne've talked about several —redundancy is

another very important point. That, if you have a redundant

structure -- and by that X moan a structure in which ther





1
aab8 is more than one stress path, say, that one stress path

failed you'd have others come into play. Aircraft structures

are all designed this way, and many buildings and structures

are also. This is extremely beneficial and provides value

for earthquake motion that is unrecogni"ed in general.

I'l skip several of these that are minor items

here.

The greatest contribution to capacity in many

10

12

13

17

'buildings is that of the inelastic range beyond yield,
where ductility and capacity to absorb energy are available.

Now, in following the HRC, or the Newmark

spectra, we were not allowed to go into the ductile range

for the structures. There are some exceptions, I believe,

for some of the piping, but there is a tremendous capacity

of reserve capacity beyond the yield point that, on any

rational analysis basis, would make structures far more

resistant to earthquake motion than they are given credit
for.

20

21

22

23

Xn fact, all of the tall office buildings in any

ma)or city: San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, portland,

in earthquake areas, depend upon this, reserve capacity for
survival. N9.thout it, they gust couldn't stand.

end2P

6
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2G Mwbl On the de~nd side of the pictuxe 3."ve pointed

out that foundations at some depth are subjected to ground

3 motion di.sturhance that i.s 3ess than at the surface. And

we'e usua3.ly using 'surface ar near-surface records as a

basis for aur design values.

Nark in Japan has shown that as yau go down

helms'he surface any appreciable distance the ground waves

are less intense. This is normally overlooked.

j2

35

i6

17

$ 8

Bui,ldings of large plan size are normally over-

looked in practice. Xn this case there was a tau reduction

~~hich, of course, everyone has recogni.zed. But there is no

doubt that large buildings have fax greater earthquake

performance than small buildings.

The way acceleratian, spectra are devel'oped is

extremely conservative. The smoothing opexatian tends m

favor the high points xathex than the low. This means that

more energy is being pxovided into the system than natuxe

ever intended far any single earthquake.

20

23

24

X mentioned already the structure, that, a struc-

tural periad, may not be quite constant at all times. And

this is a beneficial effect.

I think that's about all X should hoxe you with

today. But. +&ere are others that I'm dreaming up all the

'ime to explain why structures do hetter than they'e given

'credit for.
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10

Q Dr. Seed, today you were discussing vaxious

methodologies and various approaches for solving the type of

problems that you'e confronted with. And you indicated at

one point in your testimony that if you applied a given

methodology you might come out with one r suit, and someone

else might use theix methodology and come out with ano"her

results, and still a third person might use a 'baird me~hodolo

and come out with another result.

AIldf in fact, what you told us a faw momen hs ago

is that you used a paxticular methodology as a check for two

other points, one of which was the NRC methodology, a matter

of checking it out.

A {'Witness Seed) Mght.

Q Z take it, then, that in this particular field
that you'e in that there are various avenues af approach

to solving a given problem; is that correct?

17 Yes; particularly with regard to the different

19

20

23

kinds of excitations that are assumed to control the pxoblem.

For structures which are founded near the surface

there are widely different approaches to solving the soil-
'tructure interaction fox'hose problems. But for near

surface structures I think there's rather general agreement

that the various methodologies lead to essentially the

sesame

results so long as the nature of the excitation is

assumed to be the same in applying those methodologies.
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wb3 Q That doesn't necessarily mean that you can mix

methodologies and arrive at a valid result, however; would

that, be corrects

That's correct.

So that if someone tooL a little bit from your

methodology and a liCtle bit. from Or. Prazier"-s and a little
bit from tho Trifunac and Luco approach they wouldn'

necessarily come out with a valid
result%'f

one were particularly knowledgeable one could

IO

g 3

perhaps do that. But it would be a vexy dangerous thing to

do in Che hands of som~Mody not very knowledgeable.

Q You mentioned that you had read the Txifunac-

Euco analyses.

l've read the Trifunac-Luco roports that they

have submitted from time to time to the BCRS.

'les

Are you familiar with Che methodology they pro-

posed in those reports?

I9 Essent9.ally X think it was one or both of them

20

2I

'proposed a three-dimensional finite element, analysis to be

used. for evaluating the response of a structure, as X recall.

Mould yau expect if you applied that methodology

23
~ to the pxoblem that you are Crying to, solve that you would

reach any different result. than the one you reached2

A The only case in which that methodology X believe
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wb4 would give different results, significantly different results,

'ould ba in the case where the excitation was assumed to be

in the form of, entire3y of horizontally propagating Twve waves.

And X do not believe that that situation could ever exist

for the Diablo Canyon plant.

Then the result using that methodology wouldn'

necessarily be any better than the one you used?

No

10

12

13

15

17

18

19

Can X supplement that answer? X know my attorney

told me not to do that. But what X r, ally Mant to correct

is the impression that Diablo Canyon plant is not, being

analyzed for three-dimensional effects. Shat we are really

doing is having a structure which has some- shape in plan

and analyzing it in one analys"'s for mot'ons in a direction

along an axis and, in a second analys's, for motions in an

axis at right angles to that and, in either or the 'other of

those analyses, analyzing it for vertical motions. So, in

fact, three-dimensionality is incorporated into the response

of the Diablo Canyon structure. XC is not done totally all
20 at one time. The three dimensions are calculated separately

'nd then combined Co give an overall three-dimensional

22 picture.

9 So that the three-dimensiona3. aspect has been

'aken into account in your analysis; is that what you'e

saying'?
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Nell I want to stress that I didn't analyze the

7

Diablo Canyon plant for the design of the plant. Dr.Blume's

office did'that. But in the way in wh'ch they did it they

did consider three-dimensional aspects cr the problem; that

is, shaking in three different directions, motions in thxee

"different directions. And, to that extent, the analysis was

.three-dimensional.

jo

I

cedirectP

MR. TOURTELIQTTE: No further questions..

i~AS. BONEHG: Do you want to go ahead with

MR. NORTON: Nell X would like a rive-minute

12 break before I do any redirect. But if the Board wants to

proceed with euestions we can go ahead and do that before

taking the break. Or we can take it now. Whichever the

pleasure of the Board is.
EZAI4XNATXON BY THE BOARD

17

18

19

20

BY MR BRIGHT:

Q Dx. Fraxier, Dr. Blume and Dr. Seed: I'e heard

this letter Q bandied about this afternoon, and I was wondering

is it, defined in an analytical manner in the testim'ony any-

where?

22 ghat I want to do is make sure that all three of

you are thinking the same thing when you say, ".les, Q is
.'great, or Q is the same as what X would hav done, or I agree.

A (Nitness Blumo) I might start out on that.
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wb6 T.'m not. sure that it has been defined in a focal
manner, because the plant has been designed to the assumption

of a rigid base in accordance with HRC requirements and our

approval. And all the discussion tbac came up about 9 9.s
4

'elated to Che 9.ssue that Dr. Seed was talking about, which

was a side investigations it's not part of the ma9.n structural

operation of the des9gn of the plant o- the re-analys9.s af

'10

T2

the plant.

So, for that reason, we have not, made a thing

'bout it in the written test9mony that X know of.

Generally speak9ng, 9 9.s a function, again, of

the change of energy as the wave is tzavel9ng through the

ground or the rock, it',again a change of energy from

k9netic motion 'nto heat and other fo ms t6at cause the, wave

motion to decrease with distance.

16

t7

$ 8

20

)fell are you say9ng 9.t has nothing to do with

the attentuation factor as you proceed from the earthcpmke

to the shaken obgect2

A Nog X'm saying if you had a low Q, as we have

indicated we might have, this would be very beneficial in

further reducing the shaking of the plant.

But I th9nk what X'm Crying to say is that due

24

to the design basis, where we assume a xigid base and hav=

aot taken advantage of any attenuation inCa the ground or

around, the ground, we don', need the Q. Et's gust a 19.ttle
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vb7 something extra that was investigated.

Does someone want to add to that?

Q Sell if one of you , either Dr.Bluxe or Dz.Frasier.
Iif you could just define the thing. Q equals something. Xt

can'" be a"1 things to all p cple.

(Bitness Pra"ier) Let m define 't two ways.

One way is-™ Ne've talked about percentage of critical
'amping,* and ve'e used the number lambda, and that appears

on our response spectra calculations. Q 's apyrox~tely
'ecpxal to l divided by 2 times lambda. That's z conversion

between percentage of critical damping, Q.

Now the meaning of Q, though, is quite different

t3 :. froni"the meaning of 3.ambda. Xt's used in a di::ferent context.
I'.So3et me attempt to define it in timt manner.

Xf we have a monochromatic wave «« that's a wave

17

',';a3.'l:.~ one frequency and it's a hcmogeneous medica: there'
l

~ no layer boundaries, and so forth —then the amplitude,- the

oscillatory motion peak-to-peak, the amplitude of 'that wave

will decrease with distance according to a mathematical

20

21

relationship which X wou3d be. happy to cpxote to you if that

would answer your question.

Q I think that's what X'm looking fo;..

Okay.

udgeThe mathematical relationship ia that the amplit

multiplies by E to the minus-omega timas distance divided by
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wb8 2Q. E is approximately 2.7, omega is the circular *frecpxency

which is ecpxal to 2pi divided by the period, distance is
typically measured in kilometers.

And then you can solve for Q if you wanted to get

a num>ering thing for Q.

Now, Dr. Seed, is that what you understand'P

(>Htness Seed) Yes. The reason X don't use Q

is Q is a nunber used largely by geologists and seismologists

40

in describing attenuation of waves traveling through the

earth, and critical damping is a number used by engineers

.in describing the energy loss in engineering sect'ures.

12 So it )ust is that we have different terms, we use different
'"terms for describing what is essentia3;ly the sm'e thing, a

'I

'oss of energy or a decrease in amplitude or an absorbing

capacity for energy or whichever else you want to call that.

16

17

19

20

And one term, Q, is used in the seismo1ogical/qeologica3.

H;eld, the other term, lambda, or critical damping, is used

" in the engineering field. And, in fact, they are related

very much as Dr. Prazier descr'bed.

And, Dr Blume, you accept that particular

'athematical foxmu3.a2

22 (Nitness Blume) Yes, X concur.

Pine,

(Nitness Prazier) =or the record, I'd'li3ce to

25
'clean up the formula.
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wb9 A (Hitnesa Seel) iXay I also state for the record,

that X'm not totally sure that Dr. =raz'or's formula is

totally correct; especially since he now wants to r, vise it
: a little.

8

9

But what X do want to say's„ there is a relation

ship, whether any o'f us can quote i" directly X don't know.

But perhaps Dr. Frazier can.

A ('leftness Blume} X think he stated prior that it
does not hold over all values.

10 BY MRS ~ BONERS:

Would it be easie for you to do a slide show'P

13

BY NR BRXGHT:

9 'X'm just tryirg to make sure that -ue're talking - I

15

17

19

20

21

that these gentlemen are all talking about the same Ding.

A (Witness Prazier) The only error X made is that

in the denominater thexe is also the shor wav velocity.

That's the only ex'ror X made. Conceptually, the way X

de'scribed it, E to the minus-omega times distance divided by

2Q by beta is what seismologists use for shear wave velocity.

That's the expression we use to describe ho r mnochromatic

waves —the amplitude of monochx'omatic o"aves decrease with

increasing distance, or with incxeasing frecpxe.ncy.

23

25

BY DRe MARTXN:

You just changed the definition of
omega'o,

X'm not. changing it. Omega is still circular
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frecyxency, it is 2pi divided by the period.

Q ~Pi>at in the denon~~ter is the shear wave

velocity2

58'c me |Irite it do>pal

"'formula)

That would help.

X tried to wry.te it dawn but " was too slow'.

(Witness Pranier at the projecter, constructing

BY MR, BRXQHT

That equals soraebhing2

(Fitness Pxazier) Xf wse have the amp3.9;tuQe of

12 "the wave cal'ed A at a dis"ance R and the frem",.ency omega,

'and if we go to some other-«X'm sorryr at a position R,

and we want to Bmoc the amplitude of that ~rave at some other

posit9on, 3 of Rl, the same f equanil~, we would multiply the

amplitude of the wave at this position by this factor in

order to get the amp19tude of the wave at the other distance

vhere Z is the distance Rl minus R.

l9 ., Q Oh, tlmt'whole ezpanent9:a1 is your attenuation

20 'actor2

"Q $ 7ell X'm glad you wrote it down, because X was

'oing to take e9ther the minus-omega, Z, and then divide

the whole schmier by 2Q beta, )ust from the descr9ption. So

that clarifies it. very nicely.
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wbll 1

2

3

(Laughter)

MR. NORTON: Please sign tha one, Dr. P"azier

MR. BRIGIT: Thank you very much.

MRS. BOILERS: X thintc you should give it. a

title. And this should be in the record,. And I'm serious". pu

your name on it+

MR. HORTOH: Re'll call this aApplicant's

Exhibit No 35 ~

j0

]5

fine.

MRS. BOWERS: And can you give it a titl 2

MR. BRIGHT: "Definition of Q" would be just

MR. NORTON: "Pormula for Q?"

DR. MARTIN: Q is just a parameter in We exponent

WITNESS PRMXBR: Let's ca3.3. it "Q attenuation."

DR. RMTXN: Q is 1 over 2lambda. Xt's not on

the chart, but it was given twice.

MR. NORTON: Let the record show that Dr.Prazier

"wrote down "E euqals 2 718281828459045" from his memory.

NXTNESS PER,ZIER: And the ne~ three decimals

20 .are 085

'Laughter)
MRS. BOHERS: Before we leave Ms we seem ~w have:

a little difference here.

OR. MARTIN; "Q attenuation. " But that's not

the defini5on of Q. The definition of Q does not, appear t:".ere
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! Xt was given verbally twice.

HXTNESS PMXBR: Ho, hut X Chink %is is QI

attenuation, in that that4s hers Q is used. "'his is an

oparationa3. definition of Q.

Ne actually go Gut in the field and attempt CG

perform experiments of the type described by that equa ion

'and back Q out of those experiments. Ne don't have a—

BY DR+ MtQtTXNg

Ky statement means Che definition of Q is .Chat

~ Q is 'e'qua1 to something. And ~cwice you've said Q is the

'reciprocal of 21an&da.

(Witness Prasia-) The reciprocal of 21ambda is

'l3 'not the definition of Q.

Q . Then X misunderstood you twice.

That is an approximate relationship bet@eon the

p'excentage of critical damping and Q. Xn Che last two or

three'ears it has been a vexy interesting contro'vexsial

sub$ e'ct in seisr+logy as to what Q actually is.

20

23

~<fell how do you get a numb~ for QP

By going in the field aad attempting Co measure

A at a distance R and go to a different dist~ace and measure

A and Rl, take the ratio between the two, the hvo A's in

the equation, and get that, attenuation function, and measure

. Che shear wave velocity-, and so on and so forth, and try Co

back Q.out of the definition. So we actua11y Cxy to measure
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wb13 Q according to the way we use it.
You use this eqgation to calculate Q knowing all

3 the other things?

Yes, and hybxids thereof.

Okay.

A (Vtitness Blmne) X might add that in getting any

7 'tructural damping values one common procedure is to pull a

stx'ucture over, snap it hack, and 1st it vibrate in free

9 vibration until it stops. And the curve that it, makes in

10 its motion, of course, is a decaying curve, another exponenti-

al curve very similar to thi.s. And by studying how fast.

each wave decreases from the prior wave as the motion decrease

we obtain damping that way. Xt's quite similar to going out

in the field and measuring motion at. points R 'wd Rl.

Before this hearing that was my understanding of

what the word "damping" meant.

17 (tfitness Prazier) X would like to try to be

18

19

clear. That's one reason it's a little difficult, and one

reasonX'paused so long when X was asked the question to

20 relate the lambda, the Q. They axe a li.ttle different

'phenomenology.

XZXRXS

23

{Hhezeupon the document referred to

was marked for i.dentification as

Applicant's Exhibit. 35.)
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Exhibit 35 into evidence.

NPS. BONEPB: Ãx. Pleischaker?

NR. PLEXSCLDZ~R: X'd like to chec.; an the sev nth

decimal point there.

(Laughter.)

Ho, ve ham no objection.

YRS. BONERS s Kr. Tourtellottet
NR TOURTELLOTTE: Rs best X reca3.1i those seven

decimal points are correct, and X have no objection.

(Laughter.)

?G!. NORTON' would only like to comment that

my two counsel don't knur hm~ to add. Those a:".e 15 decimal

points o

HR. TOURTELLOTTE: X, only use seven in my practice

(Laughter. )

MRS BOWERS: Applicant's Exhibit 35 is admitted

into evidence.

(Hhereupon, Applicant's 35,

having been'previously

marked fo;;" identification

was received in evidence,)

MPS BONERS: De. Corne3.1 has heen discriminated

against Hould you litce to contribute anythirig to this

dis cuss iona



l~
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DR. MARTIN: Do you have another definition for QP

(Laughter.)

WITNESS CORNELL: I have nothing tc addo

MRS. BOWERS: he have no fuxther Board questions.

MR. NORTON: All right. Ne would 13ke a few

minutes to prepare for redirect. X don't think we'e going to

have 4 loCo

MRS BQEKRS: Nhy don't yau go ahead

(Brief recess.)

10 MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, we'l be finished with
\

this panel, quite obviously I think, this afternoon, and our

12

13

next ~itness vill be Project Engineer Vohn Hach, whom ve'll
put on first thing in the morning. V/e had ano her witness

named Steinhardt who was going to talk about instrum ntation

in the facility, but Mro Steinhardt, based on where we were

eaxlier in the week, went to visit relatives for the Christmas

17 holidays and we tx'ied to get ahold of him and we can'0 find

18 'im.

20

21

His is a very small portion of Che testimony,

however, Xt, )ust has Co do with seismic instrumentation X

believe within the building for purposes of mea3uz'ing motions

and so on in the fuCure. Ne'll bring him, but we'e going to

put Mro Hoch on tomorrow and, depending on the length of

cross, if Mro Hoch is finishedp we ll put in Mro Ghioi who

is the next scheduled person after Mr. Hoch. So we'e skipping
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eb3 over Hi. Steinhardt in the moxning.

MR. PLEXSCBAK"-R! Before we proceed, X would l'ke

to get cl ar what the scheduling is for the w'tnesses.

would that be adicated in your testimony'P

%here

ME,'. NORTON: X'm not sure of the question that is
being posed,

fKS. BOWERS: Nell, Pw. Pleischaker wants to know

if you have indicated anyplace the sequence fo- the presen-

tation of your witnesses.

MR. NORTON: X think it is pretty well as listed

'f2

on the order —on page I of the testimony. Xt gust follows

in that order generally, although we could put one person

ahead of the othex if there were sore reason X mean it
doesn't have to flow in exact y that order.

]7

20

21-

When one pex'son ta33:s about a containment building

and another person talks about an intake structure, X don'

really think i" makes any dif"ezence who goes first. But

that's generally the order in which ww intend to proceed.

MRo PLZXSCH~R: Xt mak s a lot of difference

.foz us because we'e getting prepared. Ne'd like to know

whether, you know, «-

MR. NORTON< Nell«frs. Bowers, in pxoceedings

like these, hopefully one is pxepaxed before be gets here.

There is no way we can guarantee a schedule of this many

witnesses to be exactly hoMing true throughout the proceeding.
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Ne have already had to accommodate Hr. Pleischaker by taking

one of his wi+messes, azd as it was we ended up taking two

out of o der.

X now understand we may have to ta¹ Nr. Brune

out of order because he has prcb3.ems with his schedule, and

that's just the real world.

M. FMXSC&2QCER: X don't mind at all Hr, Norton's

definition of the ran& wor"d as long as we have adequate

notice.

blP., NORTON'hat s precisely what X'm doing right

nowo

]2 IK. PLHXSCKQCZR: X understand that. X don'

13

20

23

25 .

think, Mrs. Hewers, thaC Z have problems with Vr. Hoch and

IIr. Ghio for tomorrow, but as Long as we'e discussing

scheduling, X just wanted ho maJ:e clear our position that

with respect to all the rest. of the people that are listed

here fox equipment and structures and wha"..»all„ that we will
be kept on notice in advance as to what the scheduling is

going to'eo
MRS. BOHBBS: Nell, we'e already agreed that

we'l run through the lunch hour tomorrow and c,uit at 1:00-ish

ox so~ because of gravel problems.

MR. NORTON! Yes. X don'C know how long we intend

to spend on IIr Hoch. Tfe do have two witnesses, and they

can finish by ten o'lock if Key want to, but X don't have
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4

any way of knowing Chat.

YDS. BOLPRSs Uell, t~e'll count on you, Hr. Norton,

with absoluCe assurance that vou'l3. give us as much notice as

you can OQ any changes o

5K. HOEs',08: Certainly.

PNOXBZCT HKQCZMTZON

8

BT MR~ HOETOH:

Dr. Blume, X believe Nr P3.sischaker twas asking

i0'ou some questions regarding Hie margins —or it could have

been Hr, Tourt. 13.otte; X'm not sure >rho asked those questions.
I

X believe they both did But X believe you <<fere asked a

l2 question someChing to 'che effect of are the design criteria

affected by the unrecognized margins.

X'm not ure what your response "o that question

vaso

(EU.tness Blume) Viell, the answer is No. -The

'I 7
I

f8

19

!

design criteria have be~w fixea right along, and these un-
l

racogni"ed margins and safety factors are extra bonuses that

have not changed in any manner the agreed criteria that I
20,: .shoved on the slides and in my:mitten testimony.

Q 'A13. right+

22.

23 „.

I
24':;-

X twould like to ask this question of each panel

rober, or the next severa" questions of each panel ummbers,

and X would U.ke each panel members" to answar it Ver~ or Mo,
I

going from 3.eft to right or right to lefc, whichever you prefer.
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eb5 any ray of kno~~ing thai .

MRS. BONEPS: Yell, ve'll coirnt on you, I4r. Boston,

with absolute assurance thai you'l giv~ us as much notice as

4 you can on any changes e

lK. >tORTON". Cerminly.

mOX XC EZPmmZ T~Om

~,

BY mR. mOaTOH:

Or. Blume, I believ= lM. P3ei chaker was asking

you some questions regarding the margins -- or it could have

been Ãr. Tourtellotte; X'm not sure vrhc asked those questions.

X believe they both did. But X believe you reer@ asked a

>2 question somQMing to the ef¹ct of are the design criteria
affected by the unx cognized margins.

X'm not sure vhat your response to diat question

waso

Oiitness Blume) Uel3,, the anerer is lio. The

%7 design criteria have been ixed right a3ong, and these un-

recognized margins and safety factors are e::tra bonuses that.
r

have not changed in any mimer the agreed criteria that Z

20 shoved on the slides and in my written testimonyo

23': Q 'A11 right~

22 X mould like to ask this question oZ each panei

23,,
C

24 '.,

)

25'ember,
or the next, several questions of each panel members,

and X mould 1'ke each panel merrier'to mxsver it. Yep or No,

going from left to right or right to left,, whichever you prefer.
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eb 6 1

3

The first one is: Xs anyone an the panel aware

of any nuclear power plant that nas ever had a three-

dimensional soi3.»structure int raction analys9.s as proposed

by either Drs. Trifunac or Luco dur9ng the ACRS proceedings7

X'~=not awar of any suc:i plantso

(Witness Seed) X dor" t 1"now of any.

(i%itness Cornell) No.

(Witness Frazier) Ho.

All r9.ght.

The sams pxocedux ~ for &e ne>:t questions

Can you state with-n a reasonable degree of earth-

quake engineering certainty that gi.ven the postulated Hosg i
event and the other earthquake poss9bilit'es that. have been

considered in the design of this p2ant, that the anchoring

of the response spectra at .75g 9.s a conservative value't

17

20

(Witness Blum j X cons9.der it very conservat9.ve,

(1Gtness Seed) X consider that sex~ conservat9ve.

(Witness Coxnell) Yes.

(Witness Praziar) Res, X consider it conservative.

I&. NORMHe That's all X have.

Mrs. Bowers, 1 wou16 please ask hhar Mr. Pleischaksp

refrain hhnself from throwing books up in the air when X'n

asking quest9.ons in the future. He should reserve that for

the answer.

(Laughter, )
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9

HMe BOWERS: Hel3., he didn't throw it at you,

Yw. Norton.

{Laughter. )

Before va proc. ed, maybe ve can kind of shorten

this a little bit.
Hr. Norton, you reali e, too, that yon. have the

opport~~ ity to pursue matters Mat vere asked by the Board.

HR. NORTON: X understand that. Xf you think

X'm getting into that g thing with Dr. PRazier, no vay.

f0 (Laughter.)

HRS. BOHERSs Did ti.e Board's questions stimulate

32 d~~araic Counsel to pursue the m"-cter?

HRe TOURTELLO"'TE No e

MRS. BONERS s i~L". Plei schaker is shaking h' head

No

16

said to the

X know of a pwooeedine whewe the.noatd Chai.wean
'3

lawyer, "XZ you'l quit )umping up and down and

fe waving your arms, we can proceed, " and he hadn ' been doing it
19

'0,

2)

until then,

exactly the

and then of course he <olloved through and did

thing that the Board Chairman had montioned.

(Laughter. )

Xs there anything further that can be accomplished

this evening?

HR. NORTON: Xt looks 1ik Hr. Hoch ran away.

He's not. here.
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eb8 X think we didn'0 plan on him going on until the

first thing in the morning, so I really don't think so.

3 MRS. BOHERS: Do you want the panel to be ex

cused?

&1R. NORTON: Yes, we would m~ much like that.
Prazier has been here a ve~ long time and would very much

7 like to be excused Hx. Blume has been here two weeks also.

MRS. BONHRS: Any objection, Nr. Pleischaker?

HR. PZZXSCHAKER: Mo, X have no objection.

&Q%. BOTHERS: Hr. Tourtellotte?

i1Ro TOURTELLOTs.. Noo

MRS BOWERSe The panel is excused, and we thank

13 youo

(Witness panel excusedo )

MRS. BONERS: Ne will recess now and reconvene

16 tomorrow moxning at, 8:30.

17

19

(Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the hearing in the

above~ntitled matter was recessed to reconvene at

8:30 a.m. the following day.)

20

23'
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